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ABSTRACT 

 
The Sonic Space Project is a series of interactive performance systems that I 
composed over the past year.  These systems can specifically be classified as 
dynamical interactive sonic performance ecosystems.  These pieces primarily in 
the sonic realm and consider the sonic space of a room in which they are 
installed as the interface.  This thesis paper discusses specifics of interactive 
music systems, looks at works of similar artists, and looks at works that have 
inspired the composition of these systems.  This paper will then look specifically 
at my Sonic Space No. 2, Sonic Space No. 3, and Sonic Space No. 4.   I will 
discuss how I conceived of this project and what goals I had from the outset.  
Then I will discuss how I went about composing, creating, and performing with 
each successive system.  The culmination of this creative work was presented 
during a forty-minute concert of Sonic Space No. 4.  Therefore, specifics of that 
performance will be considered in detail. Finally I examine the effectiveness of 
each system and present future work I plan to complete as this project 
continues.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Throughout my Master’s study at the University of Michigan, I have had a 
strong interest in electroacoustic music, extended instruments, interactive 
systems, creative improvisation, and nature.  While wandering through the 
woods around my apartment, in Ann Arbor MI, I became intensely interested in 
combining these interests for a final masters degree level thesis.  Interactions 
and relationships present in nature inspired me to create a way of making music 
that was composed of interdependent relationships amongst its individual 
elements. 

 This led to historical research of previous types of similar projects, which 
drove me to create an interactive music system that would allow for a deep 
exploration of these ideas.  The next step was to decide what types of 
interactions to consider and how to approach such a project.  These were 
actually rather easy decisions.  I am first and foremost a performing and 
improvising musician.  A love for sound and the expressive possibilities of music 
drives my professional goals. Knowing that sound is my most passionate 
interest, it was decided to try and keep the work of this thesis based in music 
and the sonic world, as opposed to work with physical controllers or video. 

In order to keep this project in the sonic domain the relationship to nature 
would have to be abstracted slightly. I felt the best path was not to try and 
emulate specific interactions or relationships in nature, but instead to observe 
and be inspired by nature.  I wanted to create interactive sonic ecosystems 
dependent on their own rules of interaction. I am interested in how energy is 
transferred in systems, in creating these systems, and in creating rules for 
interaction within these systems.   

My interested in creating these systems and dictating the rules of energy 
transfer in such a system led to the composing of a sonic ecosystem, capable of 
existing in a large space (such as the University of Michigan’s Duderstadt Center 
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Video Studio).  Because performance is such an important part of my musical 
activity, this system had to be capable of being performed in or being ‘played.’  

The skills needed for this type of composition where essentially unknown 
to me at the start of this process.  As will be discussed below, there are other 
musicians actively working on similar projects.  However these musicians are 
not concerned with being able to perform within a system.  These examples did 
serve as a starting point, but I determined much of the ‘how-to’ work for these 
systems.  Since so much of this process was new to me I planned my thesis as 
a series of interactive systems, of various sizes, complexities and with varying 
interaction levels.  This allowed plenty of opportunity to find what modes of 
energy transfer worked and did not work before creating the final, large-scale 
system.  

This paper presents my research and creative work within a single type of 
interactive performance system.  After an overview of the these specific 
systems, a discussion of other artists with similar systems, as well as musician’s 
works that have influenced the composition and choice for sonic textures in my 
work will be presented.  Finally, an in depth look at my Sonic Space’s No. 2, 3 & 
4 will be presented.   
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2. INTERACTIVE MUSIC SYSTEMS 

Interactive music systems allow artists the opportunity to dictate certain 
details of expressive possibilities not feasible in purely acoustic music.  This 
may include, but is not limited to: timbral decisions, live processing of an 
acoustic sound, playback of complex rhythms, or spatialization of sound.  

Robert Rowe describes interactive music systems as those whose 
behaviors change in response to musical input, allowing them to participate in 
live performance of both notated and improvised music.(Rowe, 1)  When 
creating an interactive music system, the composer needs to choose “musical 
input” to sense and then how to map that musical input data to changes in the 
systems behavior.  Rowe breaks down this process into three sub-sections: 
sensing, processing, and response. 

The composer must consider what “musical input” to sense and how to 
sense it.  The “what to sense” is the data the composer wants, and is typically 
an interaction between the agent providing the data and the system. The “how 
to sense it” becomes the interface for interacting with the system.  Or to 
describe it in different way  

An interaction is an exchange of energy between two differentiated existents, be 
they imagined or physically realized. An "interface" defines the mechanisms—
physical, conceptual, and cultural—by which a set of interactions appropriate to 
a particular cognitive domain is engendered. (Hamman, 1) 

For example, if a composer wants to track pitch or dynamics of a performance, 
they may choose to use a MIDI keyboard or a live audio signal from a 
microphone for the interface.  If the composer wants to map physical movement 
data of a dancer to the system then the composer may choose to use any 
number of motion capture technologies as the interface.   

Once the composer has data signals in the system, this data needs to be 
processed and any relevant information extracted from it.  This then allows the 
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processed input data to inform the system of how to change and what to do.  As 
an example, this may mean that when the system senses an audio signal with a 
frequency of around 440 Hz that it will trigger another process or response to 
happen in the system.   

The “response” is an action taken by the system, or change in behavior of 
the system to data sensed at the interface.  This could be a way of processing 
and reproducing live audio, or a pre-recorded sound sample that is triggered 
and played back through a speaker.   

 

Dynamical Interactive Sonic Performance Ecosystem 

 For the purposes of this thesis, the types of systems composed could be 
classified as dynamical interactive sonic performance ecosystems.   

This is a type of system that changes its state based upon musical input: 
hence it is “interactive”.  “Sonic” for the purposes of these systems describes 
the type of input sensed and the interface as only concerning itself with sonic 
data.  My thesis is looking exclusively at the possibilities offered through sonic 
interaction in interactive systems. 

 According to Robert Rowe, there are two major types of systems; 
performance-based versus score-based systems.  Rowe describes 
performance-based systems as those, which “do not anticipate the realization of 
any particular score.” (Rowe, 7) A score-based system may be comparing input 
data to fragments of a score stored, or trying to arrange data according to a 
rhythmic meter or a specified series of pitches.  Performance-based systems on 
the other hand are looking for more general parameters, such as density, 
frequency, or spectral information.   

 Dynamical systems can be described as exhibiting an adaptive behavior 
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to surrounding external conditions, and being capable of interfering with the 
external conditions themselves. (Di Scipio 2003)  The system is sensing data not 
at a single personal interface, but rather throughout its external world.  In most 
cases this will mean the confinements of the room where the system is installed. 
These systems are only sensing sonic information in a space and only accepting 
that information as possible control data.  The second part to a dynamical 
system description states that these systems are capable of “interfering with the 
external conditions themselves.”  This implies that these systems are capable of 
changing the sonic information in the room.  This is important in describing the 
ways these systems act.  

 By being capable of changing the sonic information in the physical space, 
the system creates a cyclical relationship of control data.  Most systems do not 
have this direct connection between interface and system response.  Typically, 
a human agent serves as the operator who plays the system at the interface.  
The system responses are usually heard by the human agent, and then they may 
choose to respond to that data or not as they continue to play the system at the 
interface.  In other words, it is not guaranteed that the system’s responses will 
further affect its own processing.  In a dynamical system, this feedback of 
information is a critical portion and must affect itself.   

  The final part of this system sub-genre is the word “ecosystem.”  This 
has replaced the typical word “system” because these interactive systems rely 
on a more complex dependency among the individual parts of the system.  An 
ecosystem is scientifically defined as “a dynamic complex of plants, animals 
and microorganism communities and the nonliving environment, interacting as a 
functional unit.” (Jørgensen, 20)  This definition goes on to note “humans are an 
integral part of ecosystems.” (Jørgensen, 20)  When applying this to interactive 
music systems, this implies that each of the components that make up the 
music system is dependent in some way or another on every other part of the 
system.  In order for a system to be considered an ecosystem, it needs to be 
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impossible to remove or change any portion of the system without drastically 
changing the interactions and relationships within the rest of the system. 
“Humans as an integral part” of the system, is important.  Part of this thesis is 
concerned with the role humans actively play in sonic ecosystems and their 
ability to “play” a system. 
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3. REPERTOIRE REVIEW 

 Several interactive music systems and artistic works have inspired my 
thesis project.  Nicolas Collins’ Pea Soup, Alvin Lucier’s I am Sitting In a Room, 
Pauline Oliveros’ I of IV, and Agostino Di Scipio’s Audible Ecosystemics project 
have inspired the composition of interactive elements in the systems. Evan 
Parker’s Memory / Vision and Karlheinz Stockhausen’s from The Seven Days, 
influenced my approach in how to instruct the collaborating musicians to 
improvise. La Monte Young’s Dream House inspired my motivation to find ways 
of “playing the room.”  The goal of this section is to give the reader a sense of 
what has already been accomplished, how successful these pieces were, and 
what elements specifically influenced me. 

 

3.1 NICOLAS COLLINS – Pea Soup 

 Pea Soup by Nicolas Collins was composed in 1976 while he was still a 
student at Wesleyan.  The score for this work appears below as a simple circuit 
diagram. This score demonstrates that the piece consists of a microphone 
sitting in a room, which runs through a limiter.  This signal is then run through an 
envelope follower with the data mapped to a voltage controlled - phase delay 
unit.  It is then run through “limited” equalization before being re-introduced into 
the performance space.  The composer feels that three complete channels of 
this circuit are the ideal number to produce “varied and extended melodic 
patterns.” (Collins 2011, 4)   

 This piece “plays” the room by allowing the natural resonant frequencies 
of the space to feedback on itself and emerge from the loudspeakers.  As this 
occurs, changes in one channel of the system will in turn affect the other 
channels of the system.  This system can be thought of as a dynamical 
interactive ecosystem.  Collins encouraged “performers” to further play the 
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system by creating “the smallest changes in acoustic conditions.” (Collins 2011, 
4).  Performers walked across the room, opened a door or played a note. These 
interactions can be observed in a video recording of this piece from 2010 on Mr. 
Collins’ website. 

 Collins’ piece demonstrates that changes to the external conditions, 
tracked by the envelope follower, will cause the “melody” to change slowly over 
the course of a performance.  These changes in melody will affect the other 
channels and in turn cause their melodies to also progress.  In addition, human 
interaction (such as walking through the space or playing note at the piano) 
disturbs the existing waves and will cause other frequencies to come in and out.  
This piece plays the room’s resonant frequencies and also leverages positive 
audio feedback.  Negative feedback, from the limiter, controls the evolution of 
the positive feedback.  By controlling the positive feedback with a governor-like 
system of negative feedback, Collins was able to make a highly musical and 
eerie system.  It was presented as an installation piece and performance piece.  
(Collins 2006) 

 In addition to being a unique interactive system, Pea Soup is important 
because of its reliance on the architecture and physical space where it is 
installed.  The room becomes as much a part of the composition as the circuit 
design does.  Collins admits that he is a live performance person, not a 
recording person. From the outset he was interested in music that “somehow 
took advantage of location, and made its self special according to the spot.” 
(Waters 2007, 7) 
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3.2 ALVIN LUCIER – I Am Sitting In A Room   

 A major influence for Collins was teacher Alvin Lucier.  Lucier’s best-
known work, I Am Sitting In A Room, was composed in 1969.  The most well 
known recording of this piece is 45 minutes in length.  It slowly transforms the 
sound of a simple paragraph read by Lucier, which follows. 

I am sitting in a room different from the one you are in now. I am recording the 
sound of my speaking voice and I am going to play it back into the room again 
and again until the resonant frequencies of the room reinforce themselves so 
that any semblance of my speech, with perhaps the exception of rhythm, is 
destroyed. What you will hear, then, are the natural resonant frequencies of the 
room articulated by speech. I regard this activity not so much as a 
demonstration of a physical fact, but more as a way to smooth out any 
irregularities my speech might have. (Lucier, Source Magazine) 

Through the process described above, this piece utilizes the unique 
characteristics of a room in a way that washes out all intelligibility from the text 
by the 18-minute mark.  From that point on, the frequencies continue to 
feedback upon themselves in the controlled fashion that Lucier established. A 
rich complex texture is created from this method. 

 This piece is an important historical composition.  It utilizes the ideas of 
controlled positive feedback to create evolving compositions that are location 
dependent.  These characteristics of interactive systems informed my thesis. 

 

3.3 PAULINE OLIVEROS – I of IV 

 Pauline Oliveros’ work I of IV is a tape composition that was composed in 
1966.  The composition utilizes sine-tone generators, spring reverb units, a 
mixer, and two tape recorders hooked together for a delay line.  This piece is 
significant because it was composed live. (Holmes, 363)   A requirement of my 
thesis project is that the systems should be capable of live performance. In 
addition, this piece is one of the first pieces that utilized a delay system.  It is 
credited by many, as “seeding the musical world with the idea of tape delay.” 
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(Holmes, 133).  The importance of delay systems is well documented since this 
time period.   

 I of IV was constructed by wrapping tape around both recording devices.  
On the first device, Oliveros would record amplified difference tones that she 
was creating with the sine-tone generators. The second device would play the 
sound back approximately eight seconds later.  This sound would be patched 
into the main output and heard at that time.  It would also be patched back to 
the first tape recorder to be recorded again.  Oliveros created slowly moving 
textures and melodies that fade away gradually as new sounds are layered on 
top.   

 As will be seen with other examples in this review and later in my Sonic 
Spaces project, delays often play a central role in electronic music and 
interactive music systems.   

 

3.4 AGOSTINO DI SCIPIO – Audible Ecosystemics (1, 2 and 3) 

 Arguably the most similar work, and a place of inspiration for me, is 
Agostino Di Scipio’s current active project.  This project is titled Audible 
Ecosystemics.  It is a series of dynamical interactive music ecosystems.  The 
use of feature extraction within a feedback system of microphones, 
loudspeakers, computers, and rooms makes these works similar to Collins’ Pea 
Soup. (Waters 7) What sets the Audible Ecosystemics project apart is its 
emphasis on “energy exchange, structural closure, organizational openness, 
and coupling of the system and environment.” (Waters, 7)  Di Scipio has further 
clarified this project’s goal as attempting to “address, through the medium of 
sound, the interaction between human agents, technology and physical space.” 
(Di Scipio 2011) 

 His project so far contains studies of the ecosystems in “Impulse 
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Response,” “Feedback,” and “Background Noise.” (Hörbare Ökosysteme)  Each 
of these studies is a performance of the composer’s system with the study 
descriptor as the primary energy.  For “Impulse Response,” the system is 
performed by playing a track of short noise impulse bursts into the space 
through the system’s own speaker output.  For “Feedback Study,” the system is 
programmed to allow Larsen Tones to occur and plays itself by self-regulating 
these sounds.  For “Background Noise Study,” the system uses the barely 
audible background noise of the physical space.   This usually consists of low-
level machine noise, as its primary energy source.   

These works are intended to be structurally closed systems capable of 
organizational openness.  To be considered structurally closed, these systems 
must be incapable of losing or gaining any individual part. (Di Scipio 2003, 276)  
This means the system is so interconnected and reliant upon all of the other 
elements that removing or adding something would drastically change the entire 
character of the piece.  This change might even render the system inoperable.  
Di Scipio is most interested with “composing the interactions.” (Di Scipio 2011, 
271)  His systems are not necessarily composed with an end musical outcome 
in mind. In this way, Di Scipio is able to focus on creating ecosystems that are 
self-regulating.  Due to the fact that Di Scipio is composing interactions, not 
writing notes on a page, these pieces remain organizationally open. The quality 
of the sounds, and the basic timbral properties, will be similar from performance 
to performance.  However, based on variations of physical environments, this 
piece will change from performance to performance.  

 It should be noted, that the compositional activities in this piece are about 
composing the interactions of the ecosystem.  This does not mean that the 
composer is designing interactions meant to replicate or model parts of real 
nature.  They are instead, borrowing principles of energy exchange and complex 
ecosystem theory as guides for how to construct an audible ecosystem. (Di 
Scipio 2007, 104) 
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 In order to successfully construct such a system, consideration of the 
system’s ability to self-regulate needs to be addressed.  These systems, just like 
the Oliveros’ or Collin’s systems use positive audio feedback as a primary 
means of creating music. Di Scipio, like Collins, accomplished this through an 
inverse relationship.  As the volume at the input of the system rises, the system 
lowers the gain at the output of the feedback parameters. (Anders and Di Scipio, 
18) This is not only true for feedback levels, but for much of the systems 
interactions.  Di Scipio uses inverse relationships to control the interactions 
within the system.  For example, if the center of pitch tracked at the input 
remains low in the frequency spectrum then a low pass filter’s cut-off frequency 
is raised in order to encourage higher notes to sound in the room.  The control 
signal extracted from the interface will continue to change as a result of the 
system’s continual change.  In this way, feedback nourishes the system, 
allowing it to evolve and create richer sonorities as this evolution occurs.  (Di 
Scipio 2011)  

One major element that is dictated by the physical space is the overall 
volume of the piece.  One cannot simply decide that they would like the work to 
be played softer or louder.  Instead, care must be given in finding an appropriate 
level for the combination of the physical space and the microphones. (Di Scipio 
2011) 

 

3.5 EVAN PARKER – Memory / Vision 

 The remaining compositions I will discuss influenced me in how to 
artistically approach the task of creating the sonic spaces.  The first of these is a 
recording from Evan Parker’s Electroacoustic Ensemble Memory / Vision from 
2004.  This work is a 70-minutes long. Memory / Vision is a structured 
improvisation for 9-piece chamber ensemble.  For this recording, five musicians 
are improvising on acoustic instruments.  They or one of the four other laptop 
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artists, then processes their sound in real-time.   

This piece is notable for the interactions created between acoustic and 
processed sounds.  Textures vary from sparseness, reminiscent of rain, to all 
out onslaughts of thick electronic sound.  The piece is organized into many solo 
and small group improvisations that flow in and out of each other.  Very rarely in 
this work are all of the musicians playing at once.  

 

3.6 KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN – From the Seven Days 

 Much like Parker’s Memory / Vision, Karlheinz Stockhausen’s From The 
Seven Days could be considered as a guided, free improvisatory piece.  
However, even though this music resembles an open improvisation, 
Stockhausen actually considered it as “intuitive music.”  Musicians playing 
intuitive music are expected not to use previous phrases, old ideas, or traditional 
concepts of music.  Instead, after reading the score, musician should be open to 
the void and allow the music that is intuitive to happen.  Stockhausen goes on 
to suggest that the musicians should be driven by the “supra-conscious.” 
(Stockhausen 1971)  The musicians should be listening at the deepest level 
possible.  The musicians should feel free to play sincere spontaneous music.  

 

3.7 LA MONTE YOUNG – Dream House 

La Monte Young’s Dream House is a permanently installed piece at 275 
Church St. in New York City. This work of minimalist music has been played at 
Young’s house since 1992. (Howard) The works proper title is 107 words in 
length and begins The Base 9:7:4 Symmetry in Prime Time…  This piece is a 
drone work that consists of 35 different frequencies.  These tones are emitted 
out of four massive speaker stacks that are each placed in the corner of a large 
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white room.  The white space serves as a canvas for Young’s wife, Marianne 
Zazeela’s, light work. 

 The 35 tones stretch over ten octaves, with 20 of the tones “squeezed 
into a small band in the seventh octave.” (Gann)  Although this is technically a 
drone piece, an experience inside the house will illuminate the complexities that 
can exist in such a work.  A visitor is disoriented at first when entering the 
Dream House.  The music is quite loud, making it difficult to think.  The magenta 
hue cast over everything is overwhelmingly strong.  The smell of incense takes 
time to adjust to after coming in from the streets of New York City.  After 
adjusting to the sensory overload, the visitor is able experience the thick, rich, 
complex sound that surrounds them. Walking around, the visitor will begin to 
hear the effect of their movements on the piece. You play the room in this piece 
by moving around.  This is how the visitor can hear the rich variety that is 
possible in such a complex drone piece. (Farneth)  By moving along the wall, or 
into the center of the room, different tones quickly fade in and out.  If the visitor 
sits in the center of the room perfectly still they are able to focus on one set of 
frequencies.  With the slightest head movement some of those frequencies will 
quickly fade out and be replaced.  This is with a bed of sound from the 
jackhammer-like quality of the lower frequencies. 

 This is a very intimate and personal experience.  My trip to The Dream 
House was very special.  Even though there were other visitors, this intense 
experience allowed me to exist without the slightest concern for the other 
visitors.  The act of sitting in the middle of the room and slowly playing it 
through millimeter movements of ones head head is inspiring and rejuvenating.  
Whatever the visitor hears becomes a moment in the piece of music.  Their 
participation has brought about this music which will never be heard the same 
way again.  
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3.8 MICHAEL MUSICK – Sonic Exploration No. 1 

 My own work Sonic Exploration No.1; As influenced by an adorable 
picture of a gorilla – �For a computer soloist or chamber ensemble with 
amplification system, was one of the primary influences for this project.  The 
Sonic Space project continues some of the basic ideas of energy transfer, 
ecosystem-like relationships, and use of controlled feedback that was started in 
this piece.  (For these reasons, I actually consider Sonic Exploration No. 1 as the 
first in the Sonic Space’s project.) 

 This piece was inspired from an adorable picture of a gorilla.  I received 
this project as a prompt for my final project in The University of Michigan’s 
Creative Process class.  During my walks in the woods thinking about this piece, 
I started to consider how I might sonically represent my interpretation of the 
relationships between gorillas and their environments.    

 This piece involves attaching tactile transducers and piezo contact 
microphones to large found objects that have come from an area near my 
apartment.  Then using a small midi slider box, the performer can start to run 
sine waves or sonic walk recordings through these objects (in my performance 
these were large pieces of bark). Using the piezo microphones, the sound of 
each piece of bark can be routed through the other pieces of barks.  This 
eventually will create a loop where the original sounds will begin to feedback.  
By modulating delay time lengths, adjusting elemental levels, and changing 
signal routes, the performer is able to control the feedback.  The bark objects 
should be located directly in front of the performer.  In this way, they can touch 
the bark to feel the sound, or play the bark with hammers, their hands or 
paintbrushes.  This all further adds to the overall texture in the work.  This allows 
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natural filtering from the barks sonic properties to occur.  In addition the 
performer should attempt to find resonant frequencies in the bark, which should 
be exploited.  In this way the performer can explore the environment by 
touching the sound and directly influencing their immediate environment.  This is 
a slowly evolving composition. This allows time for the performer to make slow 
changes. 

The sound from the contact microphones is also routed through a pair of 
loud speakers that should be quite loud. The total sound texture that blares from 
the loudspeakers will become thick, and destructive.  This sound fills a space.  
Due to the complexity of the sound, it becomes possible to move around the 
space and play the room.  For these reasons the audience as well as the 
performer are encouraged to get up and move around the room – exploring how 
different corners, walls, or placements effect the overall sound.   
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4. THE SONIC SPACE PROJECT 

4.1 ORIGINAL INTENTIONS AND GOALS 

 My primary goal was to compose a series of “Sonic Spaces,” technically 
defined as dynamical interactive performance ecosystems.  These interactive 
music systems would be closed systems, in which removing any single part 
would so drastically change the system as to consider it a different piece.  
These systems were to exist entirely in the audio spectrum.  Their sensing 
interfaces would be based on audio data only.  The systems would have no 
controls requiring real-time adjustments, outside of the sonic interface, that are 
necessary to complete a successful performance.  This implies that these 
systems would only contribute to a performance by changing their audio output.  
The plan for these systems was to start small, working up in size and complexity 
to a system capable of being performed in the University of Michigan’s 
Duderstadt Center Video Studio.  

 My systems require energy transfer to become active.  Given a long 
enough period of time without additional energy being introduced, the system 
will die away. This energy transfer is the most important quality of my systems. 
This is one of the few ideological goals that was never compromised and 
significantly drove the compositional process of these spaces.  Performances of 
these systems were to test the potential for interaction from outside agents as 
the energy sources.  This might include traditionally composed music, 
improvising musicians, or steady sound sources produced through mechanical 
means.  

 These systems require a physical space to serve as the audio interface.  
Due to this, these systems were to be installed in a number of spaces to test 
how differing physical rooms affect such a system.  To this extent, this project is 
also tied directly to the placement of the microphones and speakers in the 
space.  My testing of placement would be a critical component of composing 
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these systems.  I considered this a necessary step in the process of “tuning the 
room” for each new physical space.  The goal of this step is to best leverage the 
unique sonic characteristics and resonant frequencies of an individual space.   

 The final presentation of this piece was to take place in the Duderstadt 
Center Video Studio.  It was to be a system capable of existing in the large 
space of the Video Studio.  Additionally, in order to demonstrate control over the 
system and create an engaging presentation for any potential audience, the 
piece was to be presented twice.  First, it was to be presented as an installation, 
in which the noise of the audience would be the energy driving the system.  This 
was intended to allow the audience an opportunity to explore potential sounds, 
interactions and give them an opportunity to play the room.  The second part of 
this presentation would be one in which the audience was seated, the system 
was started over, and musicians would intervene in and “play” the system 
according to a composed piece of music. 

 

4.2 AESTHETIC QUESTIONS POSED IN THIS WORK 

 The Sonic Space’s project was conceived of while I was considering 
similarities and differences between my own work and Agostini Di Scipio’s 
Audible Ecosystemics project.  My interest in controlled positive audio feedback 
and of interactions/relationships within local ecosystems drove my initial idea.  It 
became clear from the onset that my project would borrow many organizational 
and technical ideas from Di Scipio’s work.  Although our work has similarities, I 
never had a concern as to the originality in this project.  Approaches to 
interacting with my system, would be entirely different then Di Scipio’s, due to 
my musical background and history as an active performer.   

It is recognized that human agents play a role in the stability and 
interactions of actual local ecosystems.  Di Scipio’s work has primarily been 
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concerned with composing interactions that will run from a steady energy 
source.  When he does involve human performers in the space, they are not 
“intelligently” performing (in this case meaning to add purposeful sonic energy). 
They instead serve as modifiers of the physical characteristics of the space.  
Performers cover microphones or speakers with their hands or create small 
spaces in which to install his system (such as their mouths).  From the start of 
the Sonic Space project, composing systems that would recognize and accept 
emotional and purposeful human agent musical interaction was a primary goal.  
One primary question of this project has been how to best accomplish this 
relationship between the Sonic Space and “music-making” human agents.  This 
led me to question what constitutes the most effective way of making music in 
these systems. 

An critical question for this project was to define what constituted a 
successful performance of a Sonic Space.  This question would determine in 
what way a Sonic Space should perform.  

Finally, the question of how to visually present these pieces would arise.  
Some of these include: How should the performer act during solo electronic 
sections?  How do you present the movement through space of the performers?  
How do I create a space that is conducive to these performances?  Should any 
objects exist in the space to support the ideas?  Where should an audience go?  

 

4.3 TECHNICAL QUESTIONS POSED BY THIS WORK 

 This project also required some thought as to technical problems that 
would need to be worked out.  One major question was to figure out how to 
create a self-regulating system.  The system would still need to be capable of 
interesting music and diverse output.  The only interaction from a human agent 
would be through sonic energy production.  Finding suitable ways of presenting 
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this work to an audience also required consideration and effort.  It was clear to 
me from the outset that a performance in a traditional classical music venue 
such as a typical music hall would not be acceptable.  I also needed to 
determine how to create a successful ending. Finally I needed to determine what 
types of equipment (microphones, speakers, software and placement of these 
items) would achieve the best result. 
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5. THE SONIC SPACES  

 As mentioned earlier, my thesis was to be a series of composed Sonic 
Spaces and their subsequent presentation.  They were presented in order, 
starting with Sonic Space No. 2, which was the first work completed as part of 
this thesis.   

 It is worth noting here, that although not represented in this thesis work, I 
consider Sonic Exploration No. 1 to be the first in the series of Sonic Spaces.  It 
is considerably different in its size and has a different interface model.  Its 
reliance on controlled feedback and composed ecosystem-like 
relationships/interactions, influenced my work on this thesis project.  

 The process of composition, highlighting of some interactions and a brief 
explanation of the code will be the first part discussed in each of the Sonic 
Spaces.  These sections will be followed by a discussion of documented 
iterations and their performances (in relation to the questions outlined above). 
Discussions of what individual elements were successful will also be included.  

 

5.1 SONIC SPACE NO. 2 

 Sonic Space No. 2, is the first large-scale dynamical interactive sonic 
performance ecosystem that I have composed.   

 

5.1.1 Compositional Process and Explanation of Code 

 In preparing to compose this Sonic Space, I considered the questions 
listed in the previous sections.  Chief among those was to first decide what 
types of interactions were to be explored and how they might be implemented.  
This system started as a single-channel input, single-channel output system, 
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with a Dynaudio Acoustics BM12A monitor, and a Shure SM58 dynamic 
microphone placed on opposite sides of a roughly 10’x11’ bedroom.  I used the 
SuperCollider audio programming environment for Sonic Space No. 2. 

 In order to build off of ideas presented by Collins’ Pea Soup and Di 
Scipio’s Audible Ecosystemics; No. 2 Feedback Study, the first interaction 
composed was a self-regulating positive audio feedback loop.  After finding 
success in this first task, the exploration and composition of deeper, more 
interesting and connected relationships occurred.   

At this point, I expanded the system to three microphone input channels 
and five speaker output channels. This would allow for easy installation in the 
Duderstadt Center’s Electronic Music Studio A (EMS A).  This studio contains 
five matched Adam A7 monitors that can either be arranged in a typical 
surround orientation or flattened, creating a line of five speakers.  Using three 
inputs would also make equipment transportation between studios easier.  In 
addition, three microphones naturally implied a set-up where the microphones 
would be spaced across the room with one on the left, one in the center, and 
one on the right.  These technical choices made it possible, for me, to test the 
system and install it in multiple locations. I needed to be able research how 
different rooms would affect a performance. 

 The next step was to organize how the code would be laid out.  One can 
see from the final Sonic Space No. 2 score (see Appendix A) that following the 
variable declarations, there is a “Global Control Signals” section.  A 
“Microphone Inputs” section follows this.  Next, sections appear for any 
identical data extraction processes that are applied to multiple audio input 
signals.  The main body of the patch, consisting of individual delay lines, follows 
this.  Following the main body, there is an “Output Assignment Section” which 
makes it easy to assign delay line groups to output channels. Next there is a 
section that sends user specified information to the post window for debugging 
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purposes.  Finally, there is a “Master Output” section, which assigns the 
grouped signals from the “Output Assignment” section to specified physical 
output channels.   

 After having arrived at a system for organization, it was time to consider 
what types of interactions to compose.  Two desires drove these decisions.  The 
first was to keep the complexity of interactions relatively simple in this initial 
system.  The second desire was to explore parts of the incoming sonic 
spectrum that would not usually be the center of attention by a normal listener.  
Such as; underlying background noise, quieter high frequency/low frequency 
content, or reflections of sound of the surfaces of the physical space.   

 In order to achieve maximal results with minimum complexity, three 
common forms of audio signal data were used in the global extraction section.  
These were; 

• frequency tracking 
• amplitude tracking 
• transient onset tracking 

 The first composed interaction in Sonic Space No. 2 was a ping pong 
effect that is triggered by a transient onset occurring in the right microphone.  
When this is triggered, a moment of sound 0.13” long is allowed into the delay 
line from the left microphone.  By taking sound from the opposite microphone 
as the trigger, the system is more likely to capture reflected audio signals.  This 
signal is then normalized to the squared inverse amplitude level tracked at the 
trigger microphone.  

 sig1Normal = Normalizer.ar(                   
      micLeft*micLeftInEnv,   //input signal and gate env 
      (1-micRightAmplitude)**2, //normalizer output Level 
      0.05);       //normalizer lookAheadTime 

Figure 1 - ping pong Normalizer 
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This signal is then passed through a short delay before going to two separate 
comb delay lines with a 0.2” delay and 5” decay time.  One of these is offset 
from the other by 0.1”, which allows for a ping pong like effect when the signals 
from these final delay lines are routed to separate output channels.  This effect 
can be heard quite clearly at the start of the recording for Sonic Space No. 2; 
Iteration No. 3 - Single Impulse from a Chair (11.30.11 EMS A).  

 The next interaction composed, directly targets weaker portions of the 
sonic spectrum.  I accomplished this by setting up a series of envelope gates.  If 
tracked amplitude of a microphone is between 0.007 and 0.0999 then 
“sig2EnvSoft” is opened. Similarly, “sig2EnvMed” and “sig2EnvLoud” envelopes 
open up if the amplitude is within a certain range.  This allows for a signal to be 
processed differently depending on how loud it is.  For soft amplitudes the 
sound is passed into a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function, which then passes 
audio bins above 0.005 amplitude.  In the defined, soft dynamic range this is 
very little sonic data.  For medium amplitudes the signal is again passed into an 
FFT function.  This FFT only passes audio bins that are below a set amplitude 
threshold.  Finally, for loud amplitudes, the signal is passed to an FFT function 
that randomizes the order of bins over a set period of time. Regardless of which 
processing line is active, the signal is passed through a normalizer.  Its level is 
determined by the inverse of the amplitude at the opposite microphone of the 
source audio signal.  This signal is finally passed into the “sig2” delay lines, 
which consist of a series of comb delays with variable delay times.  These delay 
times will remain constant when a steady amplitude state is tracked.  If a large 
transient is tracked at the left microphone, the delay time lengthens over the 
course of 60”.  This produces a dropping pitch effect.  These “sig2” delay lines 
are eventually routed either onto further delay line processing sections in the 
system or directly to the channel output assignment section.   

 The remaining delay lines of the main body were composed through 
variations of the two signal processes just discussed. To continue examining the 
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processing techniques used in the main body of this system, please refer to the 
Sonic Space No. 2 score (Appendix A), which contains the SuperCollider code. 

 All of the individual processing delay lines are eventually routed to the 
“Output Assignment” section.  Here signals are mixed together and assigned to 
one of five outputs.  This section, as mentioned above, also serves as a final 
protection against out of control feedback.  On each of the individual channel 
mixes is a limiter, set to max out at 0.9 (as measured by SuperCollider).  This 
ensures that any unforeseen feedback does not cause physical destruction.  
This section also contains additional sensing components, which measure 
amplitude at the output channels.  This data is used in the main body as control 
rate signals. 

 The final section of code in this system assigns the channel output mixes 
to a physical output bus, which allows for the sound to be converted to an 
analog signal and played back into the physical space.   

 Although not extensive, this gives an idea of the types of processing 
occurring and how the score was organized through the act of coding. 

 The final code for Sonic Space No. 2 (See Appendix A) evolved over the 
course of a three-month period.  The initial system was composed in October of 
2011 and through performance iterations was tweaked to achieve a certain level 
of interaction and quality to the music.  Much of the signal processing choices 
and interactions were composed in the first month.  I spent the remaining two 
months making the system achieve an organic feeling evolution during 
performances.  This was accomplished with slight adjustments to processing 
arguments; such as delay time, amplitude thresholds and filter frequencies.  
Major work was also done to compose more connections among the separate 
elements.  I accomplished this by routing delay line signals into other delay line 
signals.  This allows the progression of sounds in the piece to evolve over longer 
periods of time from the original sonic energy material.  Also, implementing 
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control rate signals throughout the processing signals achieved a greater 
interconnectedness.  By creating diversity in the rate of change to original sonic 
energy, and changing the abruptness with which the system processes this 
energy, I was able to achieve this more organic progression of sound.   

 It is important to note that overall the code for Sonic Space No. 2 is not 
very complex and does not utilize complicated signal processing techniques. 
Instead, it can be broken down to three groups of delay lines, and a main delay 
line. The relative simplicity in the code allowed for greater control and attention 
over the individual arguments within the system. 

 

5.1.2 Hardware Considerations 

 Due to the nature of this work, certain hardware considerations had to be 
addressed throughout the composition of the Sonic Spaces.  Microphone 
choices would be the largest of these. I like microphones with relatively flat 
frequency responses and a wide pick-up pattern for this project.  This was 
determined during testing with Sonic Space No. 2. Therefore, the microphones 
used were either a pair of large-diaphragm cardioid condenser microphones 
(specifically Shure KSM27’s) or a pair of small-diaphragm omni-directional 
condenser microphones (specifically Earthworks QTC 30’s).   

I also explored using a paint can with a piezo-electric element attached to 
the inside bottom wall.  (See figure 2)   
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Figure 2 – Paint Can Microphone; Shows the paint can with the piezo element on the bottom. 

I like the unique sonic characteristics that the paint can imparted on the audio 
signal.  It created additional diversity of sounds in the system when used in the 
center channel.  For this reason, I utilized the “paint can mic” throughout the 
work on Sonic Space No. 2, and as will be discussed later, Sonic Space No. 4.  

Microphone positions were tested throughout the active life of this 
system.  I determined, that ideally; the paint can mic would be placed in the 
middle of the space hanging around head height, and the two other 
microphones would be placed near opposite walls in the room.  In this way, 
reflections from the systems physical room surfaces are picked up and add 
interesting acoustic qualities. 
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Figure 3 – EMS A set-up; Shows the paint can mic placed in center of room. 

 
Figure 4 – Bedroom Studio set-up; Paint can in center of bedroom studio with microphone by 

the wall.  Small speaker used for back right output channel can also be seen hanging. (The 
earthworks microphones hanging in the room were for recording purposes.) 
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Figure 5 – EMS A Mic Placement; Microphones on opposite sides of the room placed by the wall 

Although many types of speakers were used, I found no speaker qualities 
proved more preferable then others.  Instead, as long as the system was able to 
accurately capture a flat frequency spectrum through the input channels, then 
sonic characteristics imparted to the audio output by various speakers proved 
interesting in all situations.  I will note, that in all cases, speakers used were 
capable of producing a wide dynamic range; suitable to be heard in the space 
the system was installed in.  In situations where the speakers did not produce 
enough low frequency content I used a cross-over to send low frequency 
content to a dedicated LFE speaker. 

 

5.1.3 Creative Output and Effectiveness 

 Sonic Space No. 2’s potential for creative output is documented in the 
seven iteration recordings of the space and the score (which consists of the 
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code and few specific notated scores correlating to iterations).  These 
recordings were completed over the three active months of work on the space.  

 

5.1.3.1 Iteration No. 1 - Tuba and Can (11.09.11 EMS A) 

 This is the first documented attempt at playing the system.  This system 
was set-up in The Duderstadt Centers Electronic Music Studio A (EMS A).  The 
Earthworks QTC30’s were used for the system mics and were placed above the 
sound treatment panels on the back wall. As was the case for all work 
performed in EMS A, the movable desk wings were slid as far back as they 
would go to allow space for performing in the studio.   

 The musical content was considered prior to the performance by 
experimenting with certain types of music gestures in the system. Prior to the 
recorded performance, a graphical score representing the musical gestures that 
were to be performed and the placement of the musician in the physical space 
was made.  (Please see Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 1 in the score) This 
graphical score guided the playing of the system.  I used my F tuba as the 
acoustic sonic energy source.  

 At this point in the thesis project, the composition of Sonic Space No. 2 
had been in process for over a month.  Overall, for a first performance this was a 
success.  This recording demonstrates that the composed interactions worked.  
Also, although subjectively dull in timbral quality, the sounds created are diverse 
and interesting.  It is evident in this iteration that the feedback of energy in the 
system successfully propelled the system forward.  I recognize that it was 
perhaps feeding back on itself too much.  Although this iteration demonstrates 
much of what was intended, it suffers from a lack of detail and refinement of the 
interactions.  The triggers do not occur at what should feel like organic 
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amplitudes.  The variation in the high-pitched “digital insect” like sounds does 
not translate to the listener.   

 The most interesting and successful portion of this iteration is actually the 
solo electronic section that is in the last minute or so.  The system slowly dies 
away as it was designed to at this time (this would later be altered to die 
quicker).  The variation in electronics is also more pronounced in this section, 
implying that more work needed to be done to incorporate electronic variation 
as a response to the bold sound of the tuba’s sonic energy source.   

 

5.1.3.2 Iteration No. 2 - Quartet (11.30.11 EMS A) 

 This iteration occurred nearly three weeks after the first performance.  At 
this point, I had spent a great deal of effort trying to make a more organic feel to 
the interactions.  Also, in order to breathe more life into the quality of the “digital 
insect” like sounds, I had adjusted the timbre and variation found.  It now more 
closely resembled the timbre and variation found in Iannis Xenakis’ Concrete Ph 
(Xenakis, 1958).  I accomplished this by adjusting the pitch shift and FFT audio 
bin pass below arguments.    

 The instrumental quartet, composed as a traditionally notated score, 
represented the first attempt to discover what types of chamber sounds and 
sonic gestures might work in a sonic system such as this.  Additionally, further 
experiments were occurring in dictating the spatial placement of performers.  
Room location directions being directly written in the score represent this. 

 Although some interesting responses were coaxed from the system 
through this quartet, I consider this an unsuccessful performance overall.  The 
type of music composed for the system did not match the type of energy that 
the electronics produce.  Additionally, I consider the march-section at measure 
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19 followed by the chorale as unsuccessful attempts to introduce meaningful 
sonic energy to the system.   

This iteration proved that the system is not capable of handling all types 
of music.  In my opinion, this is for the best.  Each system and physical room will 
dictate the types of music that are, and are not, capable of being performed.  
During the composition of interactions, it was my responsibility, and unique 
opportunity, to encourage the system to be capable of accepting the desired 
type of music.  During the composition of this system, I was more focused on 
the qualities of sounds that the system made and the types of interaction the 
system had with its own sonic output.  Also, as will be a consistent problem 
throughout the thesis, I primarily tested the system using toy instruments. This 
was a result of noise restrictions in my primary work studio. 

 
 
 
 
 
5.1.3.3 Iteration No. 3, 4, & 5 – Simple Impulse Studies 

 
Iteration No. 3 - Single Impulse from a Chair (11.30.11 EMS A) 
Iteration No. 4 - Finger Cymbal Impulse (12.04.11 Bedroom) 
Iteration No. 5 - Finger Cymbals and Chinese Balls (12.05.11 EMS B) 

 

 Iteration No. 3 was documented on the same evening as the quartet 
performance. After the unsuccessful quartet performance that evening, I shifted 
my interest toward exploring single impulse studies in the system. 

 With the microphone preamplifiers gain raised, the creaky chair in EMS A 
provided sufficient sonic energy to awaken the system.  I wanted to see how the 
system would play out the energy from a single impulse set.  I would further this 
exploration over the course of three performances: Iteration No. 3 in EMS A, 
Iteration No. 4 in my bedroom studio, and Iteration No. 5 in EMS B. The primary 
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difference between these three iterations is the location of installation.  For this 
reason they shall be discussed together.   

 This series of studies primarily demonstrates how different physical 
spaces can change the performance.  In my opinion, Iteration No. 4, which was 
performed in my bedroom studio, is the most successful of these three 
recordings (and one of my favorites from the entire Sonic Space project).  Of the 
three, it is the most diverse and exhibits the most change.  The feedback 
properly drives the system forward and the sonic characteristics of the room can 
be heard imparting there qualities to the sound as it is fed back through the 
space multiple times.  

The success of Iteration No. 4 can be attributed to two factors.  First the 
bedroom studio that this performance took place in is a 10’x11’ rectangular 
room. (See figure 4 above) There are sound absorption panels covering some of 
the walls and a bed takes up half of the room.  However, by no means is this 
space an acoustically ideal space for mixing (which contrasts both EMS A and 
EMS B).  The strong sonic characteristics of the room clearly drive the 
progression of this performance.  More important is the fact that Sonic Space 
No. 2 was composed in my bedroom studio where this performance took place.  
Unfortunately time is limited to a maximum of six hours per session in either 
EMS A or B, which includes complete set-up and teardown.  For that reason the 
system was never fully tuned properly for these spaces, whereas, it was tuned 
from day one for my bedroom studio.  

  

5.1.3.4 Iteration No. 6 - Solo Tuba (12.11.11 EMS B) 

 After success with the single source performances of the system, I 
wanted to revisit solo tuba and quartet interactions with the system.  For this 
iteration I gave the system plenty of solo moments to work out the energy in the 
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system.  Then I pushed the system for an extended period before giving it time 
to work out the energy.  The result of this is a saturation of the output of the 
system.  When executed on purpose this is quite effective is creating a 
compositional arc to a performance.   

 This pushing and relaxing of the performance became possible because I 
was improvising within the system. By listening and adjusting in real-time, based 
on factors such as energy return, types of sounds being produced, feedback 
and system activity, I was able to work with the system in it’s “retuned state.”  

 

5.1.3.5. Iteration No. 7 - Quartet (1.16.12 EMS B) 

 The final documented iteration of Sonic Space No. 2, is another notated 
quartet performance. Unlike Iteration No. 2, this score contains larger moments 
of silence and the material is of a similar style throughout the composition.  This 
allows for material, the system reintroduces, to work with music being 
performed by the musicians.  

 The work tweaking Sonic Space No. 2 proved worthwhile in the success 
of this iteration.  This iteration succeeds in a number of areas.  First, it is capable 
of delicate music making and allows room for the acoustic music to emerge.  
Second, the interactions are diverse yet they clearly relate back to the original 
sonic energy.  At multiple moments, it is clear and easy to hear what the original 
material was.  The music I composed (see Appendix A), to be played by the 
musicians, was also successful in encouraging these elements in the system.   

Even though I consider this iteration a success, at this point I still was not 
convinced that notated music was the appropriate answer to introduce sonic 
energy.  Part of this is due to how I composed the system.  However, my 
notated score is also not open enough to encourage musician interaction with 
the system. 
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5.1.4 Sonic Space No. 2 – FINAL THOUGHTS 

 For a first attempt at creating a dynamical interactive sonic performance 
ecosystem, Sonic Space No. 2 can be considered a success.  It produces the 
types of sounds I originally conceived of, demonstrates purposefully composed 
interactive properties, transforms sounds over a period of time, and is spatially 
rich.  

 The weakness of this system is its inability to produce a wide range of 
musical material.  Due to the limited amount of musical output, a performance of 
this system starts to feel stale to me after about seven minutes 

 

5.2 SONIC SPACE NO. 3 

 I learned a lot from my work in Sonic Space No. 2. With this gained 
knowledge it was time to start the composition of Sonic Space No. 3.   

Goals for Sonic Space No. 3 included; 

• Compose the system within the Max/MSP environment. – This was to 
give perspective on which software was best suited for future 
composition of these systems. 

• Compose a system that explores different musical styles then Sonic 
Space No. 2. 

• Compose a system that was receptive to more comedic or theatrical 
sonic energy input 

• Compose a system for 6-channel playback – this was the playback set-
up that would be used for a required performance of this system. 
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 In order to accomplish these goals some major changes were made.  
First, was the switch to the Max/MSP programming environment.  Advantages 
to this switch included better visual feedback of the system status.  Because 
Max/MSP is a visual programming environment it naturally produces visual 
feedback.  In SuperCollider, graphical user interfaces that would provide any 
visual information need to coded separately. I have also found extraction of, and 
manipulation of control data easier in Max/MSP.  The straightforward manner of 
connecting and visually organizing objects makes it quick to filter desired 
control data.  For these reasons, it seemed appropriate to explore the potential 
for further composition of systems with Max/MSP. 

  In order to facilitate the movement in a performance through more sonic 
material, I decided to separate out interactions into separate sections. This is 
preferred for Max/MSP anyway due to the “patcher” object, which allows you to 
embed and hide sections of code in your main patch.   

 I wanted to create a system that had a “lighter” musical feel then Sonic 
Space No. 2.  This was a way of pushing my knowledge of composing 
interactions in the compositional process.  This also demonstrated control over 
these systems. Although no traditionally notated music was actually attempted 
in this Sonic Space, this change also was intended to make such works easier 
to create.  Second, after working on a great deal of very serious music 
throughout the course of the fall semester, I wanted to change up the musical 
content approach in order to freshen up the project.   

 

5.2.1 Compositional Process and Explanation of Code 

 The initial approach to this system was identical to that of the first sonic 
space.  It was to devise an organizational strategy before the start of initial patch 
composition.   
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 The organizational strategy for this piece was to compose individual 
patchers that would influence each other in the physical sonic interface of the 
room.  This was instead of creating complex interconnections between the 
patchers within the code.  Similar to Sonic Space No. 2, I mixed all audio signals 
in a separate patcher, where main hard limiters existed to protect against 
potential out of control feedback loops.  These signals were then routed to the 
physical output channels. 

 

Figure 6 – Patcher Output 

Unlike Sonic Space No. 2, there would be no master input section or 
global data extraction sections.  Instead, in order to create more freedom in the 
individual patchers, each patcher contained these sections individually.  These 
data extraction processed were customized to suit their patchers needs.   

 Requirements for a planned performance of this work were that it not be 
of an excessive length.  Therefore, I worked to create a system that could 
perform for approximately eight minutes.  For this reason I decided to compose 
five individual patchers for this system.   
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Figure 7 – Sonic Space No. 3; Main Patcher View 

 As is visible in this main patch view, these smaller patchers were titled, 
“mainDelay,” “mountainDelay,” “digitalInsects,” “combFilter,” and “pitchDown.”   

The “Main Delay” patcher creates the majority of feedback. It self-
regulates this feedback in a number of ways.  First, just like previously 
discussed, an inverse relationship between output gain and input amplitude 
exists.  Second, the audio input signal is only passed into the delay lines if it is 
within a certain amplitude range.  Third, if a certain frequency in the feedback is 
reached then a low pass filter cutoff frequency is lowered; effectively changing 
the frequency of audio that can feedback.  Finally, the delay time is driven 
between 0” and 10” in relation to the pitch being tracked out of this main delay 
section. 

Mountain Feedback is more of a single effect that was added to this 
patch for musical purposes.  This is best demonstrated at the end of either 
recording of Sonic Space No. 3.  Essentially, this patcher looks for loud 
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amplitude levels.  When they are reached, the patcher allows signal in.  This 
signal is then normalized and panned around the 6 channel array.   

Digital Insects is a delay line system that transferred over from Sonic 
Space No. 2. This patcher is extracting “less important” portions from the audio 
signal.  Just as in the other space, this material is then processed, the pitch is 
raised and it is suppose to resemble brittle or fragile, high pitched audio content.   

This is just an overview of a couple elements for this patch, for a 
complete understanding, please look at the patch in Appendix B.  

 

5.2.2 Performance 

 The performance that took place in EMS B of this space was more 
successful then the Design Lab 1 performance.  This system was primarily 
composed in EMS B.  As with Sonic Space No. 2, the space where composition 
occurred is the ideal place to perform.  This is because the system tuning is 
native to the patch from the composition process.   

The monologue performed was improvised and the approach to recorder 
playing was realized during the EMS B performance. I was particularly pleased 
with the way the system responded to the recorder sound.  

 The final performance, documented only through hand-held video (see 
DVD), demonstrates some major problems.  For these reasons, even though it 
was quite well received by the audience, I consider this an unsuccessful 
performance.  This is primarily due to the rushed pacing of the performance.  
Although I am an experienced performer, this type of performance is outside of 
my normal comfort level.  Apparently, this caused me to rush the performance 
out of excitement.  Not only was this an exceptionally short performance, but 
more importantly, I never allowed the system to play by itself.  This means the 
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system never had a chance to work out its built up energy, and the audience 
never got to hear the system alone.  With that being said, even in the moments 
of the other recording, where the system was able to play by itself, the results 
were less then desirable.  I am left with a feeling that each patcher has very little 
dependence on the other patchers in the system.  The system does not push 
itself forward and although it can successfully create feedback, this feedback 
does not exhibit particularly interesting qualities.   

 This technical assessment should be weighed against the success of 
composing a more engaging presentation for the audience. Although I am left 
with a sense of lacking interconnections, the individual patcher interactions to 
the sonic energy is more engaging.  This is because they are clearer in their 
relationship back to the original sonic energy.  Also, my approach to content 
was engaging for the audience.  I received a large number of positive comments 
about the way I chose to introduce sonic energy to the system. 

 Sonic Space No. 3 would have benefited greatly from having a three-
month work timetable with numerous performance iterations, similar to that 
afforded in the compositional process of Sonic Space No. 2.  However, after the 
performance of Sonic Space No. 3 in Design Lab 1, I only had a three-month 
timetable remaining for the composition of a final Sonic Space.  It was time to 
start composing the final system. 

 

5.3 SONIC SPACE NO. 4 

 Sonic Space No. 4 is the final system composed under the scope of this 
thesis project.  It builds upon the knowledge I gained through the 
experimentation and extensive testing of the other sonic spaces.   

In order to be capable of existing in the Duderstadt Center Video Studio, 
the system needed to be of an appropriately large scale. I also wanted this 
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system to be capable of a longer performance time then the previous systems.  
(The longest successful performances for Sonic Spaces No. 2 and 3 were 6:16 
and 6:22 respectively.) The size of the space and need for a system capable of a 
longer performance time created significant organizational and conceptual 
problems at the start of this composition process.  Numerous solutions to these 
problems were considered.   

 The first serious solution I considered was to move the final performance 
to a more reasonably sized venue (much smaller).  Unfortunately, from a 
logistical standpoint of finding such a venue and rescheduling those involved 
with the project, this was not possible.  In addition, the audio documentation 
capabilities of the Video Studio are unmatched, compared to other performance 
spaces.  (It was impossible for me to accurately document through recordings 
my compositional process for Sonic Space No. 4 in my living room.  Since no 
other recordings could be made, I wanted an opportunity to get a decent 
recording in the Video Studio.)  Once it was determined that it was best to keep 
the final performance in the Video Studio, alternate solutions were considered.   

 Another solution, and ultimately the one I decided upon, was to create a 
system whose components could be layered in and out.  Various combinations 
of interconnected elements would create a series of sonic spaces within one 
larger sonic space.  I borrowed the individual patchers model from Sonic Space 
No. 3 and composed interactions and relationships between elements in a way 
that still creates a dynamical system.  Ideally each addition or subtraction of an 
element would change the overall personality of the total sound in the space.  
Also, these elements were to be capable of bringing themselves in and out 
based upon the data recieved in performance.  One compromise this forced was 
some loss of the open compositional structure afforded in Sonic Space No. 2.   
The realities of creating a highly organic interconnected system, comprised of 
many variations of systems, is work intensive and dependent on physical 
characteristics of the performance space.  
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5.3.1 Technical Considerations 

 The Video Studio is considerably larger then EMS B.  This can be 
observed from viewing the videos of Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 7 - Quartet 
(1.16.12 EMS B) and Sonic Space No. 4.  This required some thought about 
hardware and layout prior to composition.  The Video Studio has a permanently 
installed 5.1 surround speaker system in the lighting grid.  I decided to 
incorporate these speakers into my system.  The speaker systems is a full range 
system and has plenty of power to easily output sound to the space without 
becoming strained.  The front three speakers of this 5.1 system physically run 
through the middle of the space and the rear two speakers are against the back 
wall.  Since these speakers do not extend to the front wall, I decided to add 
additional channels to fill out the sound around the perimeter.  I decided to have 
small, low powered speakers that would easily produce quiet sounds. Four 
channels of 3” 20 watt speakers around the perimeter of the space were used 
for these speakers.  (Later in the compositional process, a change was made to 
have two 3” speakers per channel around the perimeter; still maintaining four 
audio channels.)  Finally, in order to fill in the directionality of full range sounds in 
the studio, I decided to use four more full range speakers placed on the floor.  

 I decided that microphone placement would consist of two microphones 
hung in the center of the space, two along the front wall, two along the back 
wall and one on each side of the space, for a total of 8 microphone input 
channels.  Two paint can mics, such as I used in Sonic Space No. 2 were to be 
hung in the space.  I think the timbral properties these mics add to the incoming 
signal are useful in creating a diversity of sound.  

 These hardware decisions were made from walks in the space during the 
month of January.  Unfortunately, extensive testing in this space was not 
possible, so these equipment decisions were derived from my best guess work.  
I came to these decisions by considering my experiences during the 
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composition of the other Sonic Space’s, through experimentation in my living 
room studio, and from walks in the Video Studio space where I would create 
vocal sounds to observe acoustic characteristics.   

 How to create a visually cohesive environment with respect to the music, 
was the last major physical question I had to answer. I intend these pieces to be 
highly integrated sonic explorations, not multi-media experiences.  For this 
reason, I did not want to use projections, or other unnecessary visuals that 
might detract.  The visual focus was to be on the musicians and the interface 
elements (speakers and microphones).  A simple lighting plan was to be used 
that highlighted these interface elements.  Although the goal was to encourage 
focus on the sonic elements, I wanted to remind my audience of the systems 
conceptual history.  This was an opportunity to encourage the audience to 
consider the ecosystem-like interactions/relationships composed, as well as my 
original inspirations for this project.  This was manifest in the creation of “bark 
speakers.”   

 
Figure 8 – Bark Speakers 
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 The original Sonic Exploration No. 1 utilized large pieces of bark as the 
physical medium that facilitate audio feedback loops.  Also, the entire Sonic 
Space series was conceived of during my walks through the Argo Pond area in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, which is adjacent to my apartment.  The large pieces of 
bark that I ultimately used (which includes the main piece used in Sonic 
Exploration No. 1) encourage consideration of my composed interactions, 
relationships, and energy transfer principles to existing ecosystems.  These 
pieces of bark also tie the system physically back to its conceptual beginning. I 
insisted on only collecting my bark in the Argo Pond area, while on walks. 

           
Figure 9 – Found Bark Speaker Locations: Shows the bark from the images above in the resting 

positions I found them. 

 Once collected, these pieces of bark were placed inside my thesis-chair’s 
garage for a week’s time so that they could dry out and cure.  Once this was 
completed, each piece was examined for the best speaker location before final 
installation of the speakers.  
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5.3.2 Composition 

With an approach for how to compose this system, hardware decisions 
made, and a visual presentation established; it was time to start coding the 
system.  The compositional process took place in my apartment living room.  I 
installed a system in this space with the same number of inputs and outputs as 
would be installed in the Video Studio.  The placement of interface objects was 
intended to best simulate the placement of these objects in the Video Studio. 

   
Figure 10 – Living Room Studio, Rear Wall – Sonic Space No. 4 Set-up 
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Figure 11 – Living Room Studio, Front Wall – Sonic Space No. 4 Set-up 

 I decided to work in SuperCollider after considering my experiences in 
both SuperCollider and Max/MSP. Although this is highly subjective, the most 
important factor in my decision was that I prefer the sound quality of 
SuperCollider to Max/MSP.  Also, of great significance, is that I trust 
SuperCollider more not to crash or break in performances.  Additionally, 
although extracting and manipulating control data is perhaps easier in 
Max/MSP, the composition of relationships and interactions is more intuitive to 
me with SuperCollider.  This also meant I could use a modified version of the 
organizational structure that I had realized in Sonic Space No. 2.   

 The compositional process for this space started by outlining potential 
sound qualities, interaction paradigms, textures, and timbres that I desired for 
this system.  These then, for the purposes of facilitating a work schedule, were 
laid out in an order that might occur in a performance of Sonic Space No. 4. 
From this point, each of these ideas was composed separately, tested, and 
explored.  Once an element was proven to work individually, I would integrate it 
into the main code.  Then I would test it for its ability to function in conjunction 
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with the other previously incorporated elements.  This is how each element was 
incorporated and tuned into the system.   

 The most difficult part for me in this process was keeping oriented 
towards the final goal of giving a performance. I find myself interested in 
aimlessly exploring the sonic possibilities and interactions that occur. This is still 
important, and from time to time I would allow the system to run for extended 
periods (multiple hours) so I could simply be in the sound of the system. 
However, this aimless exploration would impede my ability to determine the 
potential for success in a performance situation.   

To combat tendency towards aimless exploration, notated compositional 
experiments were performed around the end of February.  In order to be 
successful though, they required a compromise of performance structure.  This 
compromise would likely be some form of scheduling.  This goes directly 
against my goal of creating systems with open performance structures. 
Therefore, it was not an acceptable solution to me.  The reality that my system 
would act quite differently in the Video Studio further complicated this situation. 
This truly meant that for a notated composition to be possible, the system’s 
elements would have to be tied to some form of strict time-based scheduling.  
Otherwise, there was no guarantee that the system would go to certain textures 
when I expected it to.  The sonic characteristics of the Video Studio are entirely 
different than my living room, which drastically changes the relationships of a 
feedback driven performance.   

The question of relationships is the greatest challenge in composing 
these systems.  Although best guesses can be made as to how a particular 
system will act in a new space, there is no way of knowing until it has been 
installed.  Accepting this truth meant changing my approach to the Video Studio 
performance.  My original intention was to compose a piece to be played within 
the system for that performance. After realizing that was not an option, and 
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considering the impact that the “intuitive music” of Stockhausen’s From The 
Seven Days and Evan Parker’s Memory/Vision had on sculpting interaction 
composition for this piece, it also made sense to allow these artists to influence 
my final approach.   This meant choosing the most interesting, and challenging 
alternative for me; improvising.  Along with studies in Performing Arts 
Technology, I have been active with the University of Michigan’s Creative Arts 
Orchestra (CAO).  Before my studies at Michigan, I also played with a creative 
improvisation ensemble in Los Angeles.  I enjoy this way of making music. This 
change required trust in my knowledge of the system, which I gained through 
composing the system.  This knowledge, in theory, would make it possible for 
me to quickly learn the interactions of the system after installation in the Video 
Studio.  Once I understood the changes the new space would impart on my 
system, it seemed possible for me to guide an improvisational exploration of the 
system in collaboration with some of my colleagues from CAO. This would also 
allow me to follow the ideological goal of composing a dynamic, open structure 
system.   

By the first week of March, all of Sonic Space No. 4’s individual elements 
had been composed.  The challenge was now finding a way to map their overall 
contributions into the system.  The idea of scheduling elements according to a 
timer was rejected quickly, especially now that the final performance would be a 
guided improvisation.  However, as I continued to work on interactions, the 
same concern arose again.  Without considerable time in the performance 
space to tune the system and learn its interactions, an entirely open 
compositional structure was still questionable.  For these reasons another 
compromise was made.  This compromise was to couple individual elements 
states to event tracking.  This involved creating a section in the code that would 
track various types of trigger data.  This data would keep track of total number 
of event occurrences, or number of occurrences in relation to other triggers, 
over the course of a performance.  Although not perfectly ideal, because it 
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implies somewhat of an unnatural structure to the system, this did maintain a 
fairly open structure.  Due to time restrictions in the performance space, this 
was deemed as the best possible solution for this Sonic Space.  This section is 
entitled “// Trigger Receiving” in the code score and the composed relationships 
can be viewed there.  (Appendix C) 

 

5.3.2.1 Overview of Elements 

 Due to the size of this system, not all of the elements can be discussed.  
There are however, general classifications that can be mentioned. 

The sound processing elements can be placed into classifications of: 

Background noise  
These processing sections emphasize portions of the sonic spectrum that 
are not typically highlighted.  This might include audio bins with the lowest 
possible amplitudes, high frequency content (between 8-20kHz), or 
mechanical instrument noise created in the physical space. 

Low gain processing  
These processing sections are only active when the input amplitude is quite 
low. (Between 0.00001 and 0.01 as measured by SuperCollider)   

Medium gain processing 
Just like the low gain processing sections, these are typically looking for 
signals that are not quiet, but are still controlled.  (Between 0.01 and 0.3 as 
measured by SuperCollider) 

High gain processing  
Same as above. (Between 0.3 and 0.9 as measured by SuperCollider) 
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Delay Modulations 
These are delay lines that vary in complexity of delay and decay time 
modulation.  There are some delay lines that are primarily concerned with the 
potential for feedback driven change, therefore they do not modulate much – 
if at all.  On the other hand, there are delay lines that have active modulation 
arguments tied to control signals such as amplitude or frequency tracking.  
The most apparent affect created through these modulations is pitch shifting. 

Ping Pongs 
Just as in Sonic Space No. 2 there are ping pong like processing elements.  
In this system there are three sets of possible ping pong processing 
elements.   

Digital Insects 
This is high-pitched content that is typically tied directly to the amount of 
energy given to the system.  The more energy introduced, the louder and 
more active these elements are.   

A processing element might be considered as belonging to two or more 
classifications.  This classification system helped in organizing potential match-
ups of elements.  

 

5.3.2.2 Reset Through The Cleansing Properties of Rain 

 Although every effort was made to create as diverse and interesting a 
system as possible, it was clear that employing a reset opportunity in the course 
of performance would have advantages.  This would allow for the system to 
come back and potentially re-approach how it was processing energy.  This also 
would give the audience a chance to cleanse their ears and re-examine the 
qualities of the system when it came back on.  Di Scipio handles this by 
measuring saturation of the system over time.  Once a certain amount of time at 
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the loudest desirable volume is reached, the system goes into a shut down 
mode of sorts and restarts the performance.   

 In order to create a more continues performance, and because I was 
interested in exploring a specific interaction during this reset, I decided upon a 
modified approach.  Once a critical number of total output transients are 
recorded, the system mutes the audio input signals to the main processing 
section.  Then a three minute reset cleanse occurs.  This is manifest through a 
raindrop-like processing effect.  A random microphone input is sampled for just 
under 0.2” and then is normalized to a maximum level.  This signal is then 
delayed between two and four seconds before being randomly assigned to one 
of the output speakers.  The signal is then given an amplitude-scaling factor 
(softer at the beginning of the three minutes) and played back into the space.  
This creates singular moments of playback derived from slices of the room’s 
current sound.  This also achieves a slight variation on the self-governing 
feedback patch that I used as practice at the beginning of this thesis project.  
Once the density of rain drops increase, the system is then likely to sample its 
own raindrops.  This creates control in the feedback loop, but still allows for 
timbral change as a result of room properties.   

 At the end of the three minutes, the main system’s input gain is faded 
back up and the system can began its processing from this new sound texture.  
Once back in, the raindrop effect slowly drops out.   

 Although this is highly scripted, it serves as a way of resetting the system 
without totally turning everything off.  It also uses what could have possibly been 
a dead space moment to explore an important interaction. 
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5.3.2.3 The End 

 I originally thought a performance would end after it the system had 
reached a preset number of total output amplitude transients.  This would then 
trigger a staggered, random drop out of active elements.  During practice 
sessions in my living room, this worked just fine and was designed to usually 
occur around forty minutes.   

 As will be discussed below though, this element failed to ever work 
properly in the performance space and eventually was removed from the code.  
This would be replaced at the last minute with a brut force input signal cut, 
which was scheduled according to a timer.  This was a last resort option that I 
only accepted when it was clear that my best intentions had failed me.   

 

5.3.3 Video Studio Installation and Rehearsals 

 The week prior to the show involved final testing of the system inside my 
living room studio.  It also saw the first ensemble rehearsal in the space, which 
was a singing only rehearsal.  Due to noise restrictions, it was impossible to ever 
run a full volume instrument driven test of the system inside the living room 
studio.   

 The week of the show was roughly scheduled as follows: 

• Monday – Move in all equipment and hang lights. 
• Tuesday – Install microphones and speakers.   
• Wednesday – Finish installation of speakers and microphones.  Install 

computer, interfaces and amplifiers.  First rehearsal in the evening. 
• Thursday – Examine the Wednesday evening rehearsal recording. Then 

tweak the system and clean the studio.  Final rehearsal that evening.   
• Friday – Final tests, tweaks before evening performance.   
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Monday is fairly self-explanatory.   From morning to night, the day was 
spent hanging lights in the studio with the lighting designer for my show, Jeff 
Alder.   

Tuesday was a critical day for the success of the project.  A two-week 
period of time in the Video Studio would have allowed me to test for proper 
placement of interface elements (speakers and microphones). Ideally, 
microphones would have initially been placed on large microphone stands. Their 
position and direction in the space would have been determined while tuning the 
system.  Only then would the microphones have been hung in their final 
installation positions. This would have allowed for consideration of not only 
general location but also, height and direction.  Additionally, it would have been 
enormously useful to test different polar patterns (especially omnidirectional 
versus cardioid patterned microphones.)  However, with only a week to work, 
this was not an option.  Instead, placement of the microphones, and 
microphone choices had to be made through my best-informed guesswork.  
Therefore, a hanging plot was devised in my living room studio and this 
informed the location of microphones during the hang session in the Video 
Studio. 
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Figure 12 – Microphone and Speaker Layout; This shows pre-conceived microphone and 

speaker placements 

 In order to hang the microphones, a mechanical scissor lift was utilized.  
It would be driven to the relative position desired for the microphone, and then 
Jacque (who works and manages the Video Studio space) would hang the 
microphone.  I was not happy about this workflow because I wanted to be the 
one physically placing the microphones in their final positions.  This was 
especially true since no position testing could occur during the tuning of the 
system.  More care in direction, location and height would have been given to 
this process.  Additionally, it would have been helpful for my ears to hear where 
the microphones eventually would end up.  This would have allowed me to listen 
to sonic characteristics of the room at that specific location in space.  
Unfortunately, due to work place safety regulations, this was not possible.  
Therefore, I was forced to direct and assist in the hang from the ground.   
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 I chose omnidirectional microphones for use in the center channels of the 
space.  All perimeter microphones were of a cardioid pattern pointed inwards 
towards the center.  This was ultimately the wrong decision; all microphones 
should have been omnidirectional.  This would have better captured the 
reflected sounds and phase cancellations within the system.  Additionally, the 
amount of off-axis coloration that occurs in cardioid patterns was less then ideal 
for the purposes of this system.  Instead, microphone should exhibit a flat 
frequency response.  In my living room, the use of directional microphones 
worked fine for the size and character of the room.  This is what led me to these 
microphone decisions.   

 As mentioned above, Wednesday saw the completion of Tuesday’s 
activities.  The recording equipment intended for documentation was also set-
up Wednesday. This required separate feeds from each output and input 
channel to an audio recording interface and five additional microphones hung in 
the space to capture five discrete channels for an eventual 5.1 mix.  (The 
placement of these microphones was advised by Duderstadt recording 
engineers and would unfortunately prove to be wrong.  They did not accurately 
represent the surround field and did a poor job of accurately capturing the 
sound of the space. As of this writing, they have been removed from the final 
audio mixes of the documentation recording.) 

 Wednesday evening was the first full rehearsal with electronics, 
instruments and musicians.  As I fully expected, many problems existed during 
this first evening.  The system was not properly tuned yet; in terms of internal 
argument settings, microphone preamplifier gain levels, or speaker levels.  This 
caused the system to feel unresponsive.  Also, this meant many of the system’s 
individual elements never received enough energy to awaken.  However, 
productive work was done with the ensemble exploring the gestures for 
conducting that I would use.  Also, physical movement in the space was 
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explored as well as the sonic characteristics that the room imparted on the 
sounds of each instrument.   

 Thursday morning was scheduled as my only chance to be alone in the 
space to tune the system in quiet. I also only had an hour and a half that 
morning before a scheduled class commitment.  Unfortunately, there was a 
miscommunication with the Duderstadt staff and no one ever showed up to 
open the room.  Although this could be considered a major set back, I was able 
to get in a mixing studio and examine the recording made from the previous 
evenings rehearsal.  This did highlight elements that were working and 
interactions that were successfully happening.  Identifying those elements that 
were working and listening to how the system was responding to the room was 
necessary in being able to guide an improvisation in the system.  

 Thursday afternoon was spent cleaning the space and preparing it for 
performance.  Some system tuning occurred while the final light focus 
happened.  Although not ideal due to the noise of the scissor lift, it was an 
opportunity to address inappropriate argument settings in the code. The noise 
from the scissor lift was actually useful in setting microphone preamplifier gain 
levels and speaker output gain.  In addition, the seating was set-up during this 
session.  As is visible from the set-up plot above, seating was originally 
conceived as a sort of open-circle in the center of the space.  However, I 
realized that this did not demonstrate to the audience that different positions in 
the space would have uniquely different performance experiences.  This 
arrangement would have created an unnatural barrier for the musicians to cross 
in and out of.  For these two reasons, the seating arrangement was adjusted to 
be lines of four to five seats, placed throughout the entire performing space. 
(figure 13)  This also had the unique effect of opening the space and allowing it 
to feel like a cohesive whole. 
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Figure 13 – Video Studio Set-up; Show final set-up of space and seating arrangement. 

 Thursday evening was the final rehearsal prior to the performance.  
Fortunately, the tuning changes made during the light focus proved successful 
and most elements were properly functioning at this point. Guided improvisation 
was proving successful and communication was occurring at a high level.  The 
musicians were able to start really listening to the space and hearing its 
responses to the energy they offered it. By the end of the evening’s rehearsal 
there was one delay line element that was still getting out of control.  Also, of 
great concern to me, was that the system was unable to die.  

 Friday morning, work was completed at home. This included a final check 
of Thursday evening’s rehearsal recording, to ensure that microphones were 
properly picking up signal and documentation was occurring.  Also, the code 
was adjusted so that the system would actually die.  Although this change to a 
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timer-based end represented a major compromise, it was necessary that the 
system be capable of ending.  

 Friday afternoon was spent testing, one final time, that the system was 
working properly and that the ending code was functioning.  The image below 
shows the timer post-40 minutes, and demonstrates that the system had ended.  
This also shows the meter display, amplitude tracking sections, and activity 
measurement sections. 

 

 
Figure 14 – Sonic Space No. 4 GUI; demonstrating system state, post death. Please note; trigger 

counts are representative of a test not a true performance. 

 

5.3.4 Analysis of the Performance 

 I consider the March 23rd performance of my Sonic Space No. 4 a 
success.  For the timetable available in this study, and weighed against the 
knowledge that this will be an ongoing artistic pursuit, this was a successful 
performance.   
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 In my opinion, the first fifteen minutes of this performance are the most 
engaging.  The system demonstrated an ability to interact with and use the 
sonic energy of the room in the ways I had composed.  There is a variety of 
textures, types of sounds, and dynamic levels.  Additionally, the system can be 
heard at times feeding back on itself and allowing the physical space to 
transform the sound.  The improvising musicians also created appropriate music 
that fits well with the system. 

 

5.3.4.1 What Worked  

The transfer of energy throughout the piece is, for the most part, of an 
appropriate size and weight.  Once the bells have been struck at the beginning 
of the performance, the system can be heard slowly waking up as it uses the 
sonic energy available.  At 1:28, the system can be heard using amplified 
versions of the quiet sounds existing in the space.  These sounds are then fed 
back into the system and one can hear the affects the room imparted on the 
sound.  This feedback element can be heard again around 2:30, and this time 
the musicians allow the system enough room to explore these energy 
transformations. 

Going into 4:00, the system starts to pick up in intensity. As the 
musicians finish a phrase the system seems to catch the moment and calm 
itself. Instead of continuing to push in intensity here the system drops way down 
and brings out incredibly delicate background noise ‘pops and clicks.’  This 
ability to drop out and accentuate very delicate sounds was an interaction that I 
spent a lot of time composing.   

Around 5:30, the system begins to use the sonic energy in the room to 
awaken the first of its “digital insects.”  These crescendo in, and encourage the 
musicians to step aside for a moment.   
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An interesting moment in the active delay line occurs at 8:30. When the 
system is unable to settle on a pitch and it seems as though its own frequency 
changes drive the pitch shift ratio.   

9:40 marks the entrance of an element known as the “piezo can falling 
pitch filter.”  This was a great moment for this element to come in.  It nicely adds 
to the thickness of the overall sound.  However, as will be discussed in the next 
section of this paper below, this element overstays its welcome.   

The moment that occurs around 14:30 when the musicians drop out is 
one of the most compelling texturally.  The music moves from this acoustic 
cluster to shimmery electronics that are clearly derived from the acoustic 
energy.  The harshness of the original energy is removed and the frequency 
shifts that occur make a great musical answer to the musicians playing.   

20:00 is an interesting place where the system clearly drives itself.  This 
occurs by feeding on its sonic energy output, until the musicians come back in.  

It is exciting to hear how the system handles the large amount of energy 
given off by the snare drum at 25:00.  Even after the snare drum has stopped 
playing, the sound is recycled inside the system for a couple minutes.  This also 
occurs at a unique moment when the system’s “piezo can falling pitch effect” 
dies away momentarily.  Additionally, a ping pong effect is awakened that 
seems to respond only to the sharp, sonically rich transients of the string bass.  
This is in great contrast to the material that had been occurring for the previous 
ten minutes.   Unfortunately, this moment comes at the end of the first cycle for 
the system.  Instead of being allowed to play itself out, the system instead goes 
into the three-minute rain reset.   

The last moment worth mentioning is the very end.  This was the first time 
that the piece died away successfully.  Even though this was intentional, it was 
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still a welcome surprise for the musicians.  We were all worried that, like the 
previous two evenings, the system would be incapable of death. 

This performance was a highly enjoyable experience for me.  I am proud 
and happy to share this music with other people.  However, the reason I want to 
continue composing these systems is because I enjoy working with them.  I 
have been able to create spaces, which are reactive to the sound I make.  The 
room where the system is installed becomes spatially and sonically amazing.  
There is sound filling every area of the performance space.  This sound is unique 
to every position in the room. At one point during the performance I took a 
moment to walk from corner to corner in the room.  This was so I could explore 
how the sound changed from position to position. During this walk, I was 
pleased with the way the sound was wrapping itself around me, almost like a 
sonic blanket.  It was thick and lush, and the quality of the sound was what I had 
planned for during the initial stages back in January.  It had a wide frequency 
range, with lots of active high pitched material, and slow lush mid range sounds.  
Sonically this was the type of experience I had hoped to get.  I need to continue 
considering how to best share this experience with the audience.  Currently, the 
most enjoyable perspective is to be the performer.  These are active spaces, 
which require physical engagement and interaction in order to fully appreciate 
the experience.   

It is clear from conversation with my collaborating musician, after the 
show that they also enjoyed their time performing in the space.  They expressed 
excitement during our rehearsals at the interactions they were experiencing.  I 
consider it a great success that these musicians were able to have a rewarding 
experience during this performance.   
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5.3.4.2 Out Of Control Feedback and Other Problems 

 Around the fifteen-minute mark, it becomes apparent that one element is 
stuck.  By this, I mean, the element is in a feedback loop that refuses to be 
broken. The sound is of a characteristically dull quality and repeats every few 
seconds.  This sound is from the “piezo can falling pitch filter” element.  I 
presume that this situation was caused from two contributing issues.  The first is 
that not enough information was composed to control the introduction and 
removal of this element.  I believe the second issue is due to an out of control 
feedback loop created by the sonic characteristics of the Video Studio.   This 
sound was a problem all three evenings. Even after addressing this issue 
multiple times during rehearsals, dropping the volume and attempting to code in 
more control over the element, it still continued to play too much.  Furthermore, 
it is not the entire element that is out of control.  Instead, it is just one frequency 
with the element that seems stuck. I think a combination of factors combined to 
create a feedback loop that I was never able to successfully tame.  This element 
does fortunately die away briefly around the twenty-five minute mark, but is 
reintroduced following the “rain reset” section and remains until the end of the 
piece.  This problem sound is a great disappointment to me.  It is such a loud 
sound that it effectively masks much of the other occurring action.  This sound 
also takes away from my enjoyment of listening to the other interactions 
occurring underneath it.  

 The other major problem that this performance suffers from is a lack of 
patience from me in guiding the improvisation.  After listening to the recording, it 
appears I over stimulated the system in the first fifteen minutes.  The amount of 
musical ground covered in this opening section is highly diverse interesting.  
However, this is not matched in the rest of the performance.  Likewise, the 
material that is heard in the opening section is never given the time to fully 
develop and play out by the system.  Although the music played by the 
musicians is not high intensity, it is still too active for the opening of this piece.  
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If I had exhibited a greater amount of patience in the opening, would have led to 
more interesting music over a longer period of time.   

 Both the problem of patience and the out of control feedback sound 
should have been easily fixed in the tuning of the system and through 
adjustment to arguments in the code.  Unfortunately, no such tuning session 
ever occurred.  If the systems level of response had been dulled slightly, the 
energy transfer exhibited from the musicians in the performance likely would 
have been more appropriate.  It would have allowed the system to develop 
slower and the system likely would have transformed sounds further in 
conjunction with the sonic characteristic of the space.   

 The last thoughts I have about this performance are with the musicians’ 
contribution to the performance.  The first of these is that greater extremes 
should have been reached.  As an ensemble, we never truly played in an 
aggressive or highly intense way.  This is entirely my fault for not conducting 
such a texture.  Alternatively, I also should have encouraged more controlled 
pianissimo playing.  Most importantly though, I allowed and in some cases 
encouraged, the musicians to play too much.  After listening to this 
performance, I believe an appropriate ratio of playing time is about 1/3 of the 
total performance time for each musician.  There is also a lack of extended solos 
by the members of my ensemble.  Again, this is entirely my responsibility. This 
would have created interesting variety to the performance in this space.  Finally, 
more time should have been given to the system to play alone.  I never give it an 
adequate moment to fully transform its sounds independently over an extended 
period of time. Unfortunately, as soon I would encourage a musician to start 
playing, this would break the feedback loop that the system was creating.  Even 
just one extended system solo should have occurred in the course of a forty-
minute performance.   
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6. CONCLUSION 

 The series of performances that this thesis project produced show great 
promise for this format as I continue working with it.  Overall Sonic Space No. 
4’s performance is highly engaging, interesting music, which demonstrates 
multiple scales of energy transfer and change in the system. There are some 
significant problems with this performance as well. However, it is clear from my 
work on Sonic Space No. 2, that what is needed is multiple performance 
opportunities, more time in the performance space for tuning purposes, and 
additional rehearsals with the musicians.  

Access to time and space is perhaps the greatest challenge going 
forward with this project.  It has been demonstrated through this process, that 
these systems are currently quite difficult for me to quickly install and perform.  
As I continue working with highly complex performance systems, then I will need 
to consider how to better prepare these systems away from their intended 
performance space.  This will is the next step in the process.  It seems highly 
unlikely that I will ever be given three months of access to an ideal performance 
space. Before I begin a composition, I need to better consider the size of the 
space, realistic amounts of installation time, and the amount of rehearsal time 
available in the space.  Complexity of interactions will need to be scaled so that 
they are appropriate in consideration with these factors.   

One important technical consideration going forward is how to control the 
system’s individual elements in a non-scheduled way. I think my organizational 
structure is sound, and my choice to compose individual elements makes longer 
performances possible.  However, these individual elements need to come alive 
and die in an organic way, throughout the course of a performance.  This activity 
needs to be based on the amount and types of energy present.  This will help 
achieve the goal of having a completely interconnected system.  This will also 
allow these systems to have an open compositional structure. 
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Regardless of these problems, there were many successful elements of 
these systems.  In particular, the energy transfer ideas that I was most 
interested with were successfully implemented.  Sonic energy presented to the 
system is used to further the growth and evolution of the system on multiple 
scales.  One can hear immediate changes, such as the string bass slaps in 
Sonic Space No. 4, which cause the ping pong effect to occur.  It is also 
possible to hear slightly slower spectral changes that occur when a signal is 
given 30 seconds or so to transform in the space.  Finally, macro level change 
occurs in the overall texture, overall activity, and dynamic level of the systems.  
These levels of change demonstrate that I was able to compose interactions 
that influence each other and are dependent on each other.  

I was also able to successfully create an evolving and expanding spatial 
context for the systems.  Although it is not apparent in the stereo mixes of any 
performance, the systems each start by outputting sound from a single speaker.  
As the system feeds on its own energy and the additional energy of human 
agents, the sound begins to move to additional speakers of the system.  The 
movement of sound around the space was best accomplished in Sonic Space 
No. 4.  In the performance for this piece, sound was first emitted from the bark 
speakers nearest the Tingsha bells, which were the origin of the first sonic 
energy in the performance.  As the Tibetan Singing Bowl joined in, so did the 
bark speakers nearest this performer.  As Sonic Space No. 4 progressed, the 
sound would move either towards, or as far away as possible, from the source 
of sonic energy (based on compositional choices I made).  As sound would 
move to new speakers, the microphones near these speakers would use this 
energy.   

These successes are further supported by my ability to recognize the 
composed interactions during performances.  In all of my systems, I am able to 
hear and successfully respond to, in real-time, most of the changes that the 
system goes through.  Changes in sonic output were clearly derived from my 
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compositional choices. Although relationships differed from my living room 
studio, it is still clear that the music produced was a product of my 
compositional work.  

I may have a couple of opportunities in the coming months to present 
some form of a Sonic Space.  I am considering the viability of these 
opportunities currently.  But, I expect that I will have at least one if not two 
public presentations over the course of the next three months.  If these 
materialize, I look forward to considering the knowledge I have gained during 
this year to create appropriately sized and capable systems.  I may also have 
the opportunity to present a Sonic Space in a month-long installation format.  
From the start of this project, I have been interested in an extended presentation 
of a system. This will be an opportunity to create a system that lives, interacts, 
and evolves on large and small time scales. 

I am quite happy with the three systems composed for this thesis.  They each;  

• demonstrate different performance potentials, 
• created uniquely interesting music, 
• had a diversity of textures, 
• were highly reactive to themselves, 
• were responsive to human agents performing inside. 

 

Sonic Space No. 2; Iterations 4 & 7, Sonic Space No. 3 (the EMS B 
version) and Sonic Space No. 4 are engaging pieces that I am proud to share.  
In my opinion, there was a high level of music making – of the quality that I 
envisioned at the start of this project – going on in these performances.  I am 
excited to take the Sonic Space Project forward and keep refining my approach 
to the composition of music in dynamical interactive sonic performance 
systems.  
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/*  Sonic Space No. 2   
M. Musick

last edited - 12.11.11
started - October 2011

*/

 
  
// 1. EXECUTE TO INITIALIZE SUPERCOLLIDER
(
o = Server.local.options;
o.memSize = 32768*4; //initialize memory size
o.sampleRate = 44100; //set the hardware samplerate
o.numOutputBusChannels = 10; //set the # of output channels
o.device = "Digidesign HW ( HD )"; //specify which device to use
s.meter; //open SC's meter
s.boot; //boot the localhost server
);

// 2. START THE SYSTEM (SONIC SPACE NO. 2)
// (This assumes that you have previously loaded the below synthdef)
z = Synth("SonicSpace2").play;

// 3. LOAD THIS SYNTHDEF 
(
z.free; //this frees the synth 

//incase it is still running
SynthDef("SonicSpace2", { //declare the synthdef name

var startTime, micLeft, micCenter, micRight, hasFreq, freq, hasFreqRight, freqRight, 
sig3DelayRatio, initFreq, pitchRatio, rhpfFreq, chainMicLeft, onsetsMicLeft, chainMicRight, 
onsetsMicRight, envMicLeftHit, micLeftAmplitude, micCenterAmplitude, micRightAmplitude, 
micLeftInEnv, sig1Normal, sig1DelayShort, sig1DelayA, sig1DelayB, sig2Chain, sig2PassBelow, 
sig2PassAbove, sig2High, sig2EnvSoft, sig2EnvMed, sig2EnvLoud, sig2Normal, sig2DelayShort, 
sig2DelayAA, sig2DelayAB, sig3Chain, sig3PassBelow, sig3PassAbove, sig3EnvSoft, sig3EnvMed, 
sig3Normal, sig3DelayShort, sig3DelayA, sig2DelayB, sig2DelayC, sigCenterDelay, centerSig, 
backLeftSig, backRightSig, leftSig, rightSig, micEnv, micEnv1;

//Buffer and Control Rate Bus Allocation
b = Buffer.alloc(s, 512); //allocate a buffer for the Onset Ugen
c = Buffer.alloc(s, 512); //allocate a buffer for the Onset Ugen
d = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for sig2 FFT chain
e = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for sig2 FFT chain

f = Bus.control(s, 1); //allocate a control rate bus micEnv
g = Bus.control(s, 1); //allocate a control rate bus micEnv1

//Global Control Signals
startTime = Main.elapsedTime; //startTime = SC's time since opened. 

//(Used to get time since Synth Starts)

//all mic amplitude attenuation input evnelopes
micEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1, 0, 0, 1], //this will attenuate the input 15"
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[7, 1, 7]),
gate: In.kr(f));

micEnv1 = EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([1, 0, 0, 1], //this will attenuate input for 80"

[45, 25, 10]),
gate: In.kr(g));

//Microphone nputs
micLeft = SoundIn.ar(0)*micEnv*micEnv1;
micCenter = SoundIn.ar(2)*micEnv*micEnv1;
micRight = SoundIn.ar(1)*micEnv*micEnv1;

//Frequency Tracking
# freq, hasFreq = Pitch.kr(

Mix.new([micCenter, micLeft]), 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.003, 
peakThreshold: 0.1, 
median: 10);

pitchRatio = LinExp.kr(
((freq-80)/200), 
0.1, 
9, 
0.2, 
9);

# freqRight, hasFreqRight = Pitch.kr(
Mix.new([micCenter, micRight]), 
initFreq: 150, 
ampThreshold: 0.001, 
peakThreshold: 0.1, 
median: 1);

sig3DelayRatio = LinLin.kr(
freqRight, 
80, 
2500, 
0.5, 
4);

rhpfFreq = LinLin.kr(
freqRight, 
80, 
5000, 
80, 
500);

//Amplitude Tracking
micLeftAmplitude = Amplitude.ar(micLeft);
micCenterAmplitude = Amplitude.ar(micCenter);
micRightAmplitude = Amplitude.ar(micRight);

//Transient Onset Tracking
chainMicLeft = FFT(b, micLeft);
onsetsMicLeft = Onsets.kr(chainMicLeft, 

1, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 2000, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 2); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(onsetsMicLeft, 1, {Main.elapsedTime}); //send trigger to client
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chainMicRight = FFT(c, micRight);
 onsetsMicRight = Onsets.kr(chainMicRight, 

1.6, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 5, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 7); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(onsetsMicRight, 2, {Main.elapsedTime}); //send trigger to client

//transient onset reaction events
~timeStamp = OSCresponder(s.addr,'/tr',{ arg time,responder,msg;

//when trigger perform task
if(msg[2] == 1, {"Slow Down There Back Delay: ".post;

(time-startTime).postln; //post time when transient is struck
" ".postln;});

if(msg[2] == 2, {"pingDelay: ".post;
(time-startTime).postln; //post time when transient is struck
" ".postln;});

}).add;

envMicLeftHit = EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([1, 6, 1], 

[60, 0.1], 
[4, -4]),

onsetsMicLeft);
micLeftInEnv = EnvGen.kr(Env.perc(0.03, 0.05, 0.05), onsetsMicRight);

//sig1 Delay Line
//introduces grains of sound into a ping pong effect
//caused from micLeft peak onsets
sig1Normal = Normalizer.ar( //the signal

//it is normalized on input
micLeft*micLeftInEnv, //input
(1-micRightAmplitude)**2, //outputLevel -> follows input level
0.05); //lookAheadTime

sig1DelayShort = CombC.ar( //plays one hit of the sound
sig1Normal*0.8,
6,
0.2,
0.8);

sig1DelayA = CombC.ar( //takes the single hit and repeats it
sig1DelayShort, //in
2, //maxDelayTime
0.2, //delayTime
5); //decayTime

sig1DelayB = DelayC.ar( //same as sig1DelayA but opposite  
//channel and delayed by 0.1"

CombC.ar(
sig1DelayShort, //in
2, //maxDelayTime
0.2, //delayTime
5), //decayTime

0.1,
0.1);

//sig2 Delay Line
sig2EnvSoft = EnvGen.ar( //envelope for softer amplitude

Env.adsr(0.4, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.2, //releaseTime
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0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

InRange.ar(micLeftAmplitude, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.007, //min value
0.0999)); //max value

sig2EnvMed = EnvGen.ar( //envelope for medium amplitude
Env.adsr(0.6, //attackTime

0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.1, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

InRange.ar(micLeftAmplitude, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.2, //min value
0.499));

sig2EnvLoud = EnvGen.ar( //loud envelope amplitude
Env.adsr(0.2, //attackTime

0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.2, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

InRange.ar(micLeftAmplitude, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.5, //min value
0.8)); //max value

sig2Chain = FFT(d, micRight); //sig2 FFT chain
sig2PassBelow = IFFT(

PV_MagBelow(
sig2Chain, 
0.5

))*sig2EnvMed;
sig2PassAbove = RHPF.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagBelow(
PV_MagAbove(
sig2Chain, 
0.005),

0.9)
),

freq*4,
micRightAmplitude*2)*sig2EnvSoft;

sig2High = IFFT(
PV_BinScramble(

sig2Chain,
micRightAmplitude,
(1-micLeftAmplitude));

)*sig2EnvLoud;
sig2Normal = Normalizer.ar(

Mix.new([sig2PassBelow,
sig2PassAbove,
sig2High]), //input

(1-micLeftAmplitude)
*(1-micCenterAmplitude), //outputLevel -> follows input level
0.05); //lookAheadTime

sig2DelayShort = CombC.ar(
sig2Normal,
6,
1,
2);

sig2DelayAA = CombC.ar(
sig2Normal, //in
60, //maxDelayTime
10*envMicLeftHit, //delayTime

//envLengthens Decay when Mic 
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//recieves a peak trigger.
15); //decayTime

sig2DelayAB = CombC.ar(
sig2Normal, //in
60, //maxDelayTime
12*envMicLeftHit, //delayTime

//envLengthens Decay when Mic 
//recieves a peak trigger.

15);

//sig3 Delay Line
sig3EnvSoft = EnvGen.ar(

Env.adsr(1, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.2, //releaseTime
0.5, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

InRange.ar(micCenterAmplitude, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.0081, //min value
0.05)); //max value

sig3EnvMed = EnvGen.ar(
Env.adsr(0.2, //attackTime

0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.05, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

InRange.ar(micCenterAmplitude, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.1, //min value
0.499));

sig3Chain = FFT(e, micCenter);
sig3PassBelow = RHPF.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagBelow(
PV_MagAbove(
sig3Chain, 
0.05),

0.9)
),

rhpfFreq,
(1-micLeftAmplitude))*0.6*sig3EnvSoft;

sig3PassAbove = IFFT(
PV_MagBelow(
PV_MagAbove(
sig3Chain, 
0.2),

0.7),
micLeftAmplitude)*sig3EnvMed;

sig3Normal = Normalizer.ar(
Mix.new([sig3PassBelow,

sig3PassAbove]), //input
(1-micCenterAmplitude)*0.7, //outputLevel -> follows input level
0.05);

sig3DelayShort = CombC.ar(
sig3Normal,
10,
sig3DelayRatio.lag(4),
1.2*sig3DelayRatio);

sig3DelayA = CombC.ar(
sig3Normal, //in
7, //maxDelayTime
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6, //delayTime
//envLengthens Decay when Mic 
//recieves a peak trigger.

7);

//sig Main Back Delay Lines
sig2DelayB = PitchShift.ar(

CombL.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayAA, //in
sig1DelayB,
sig3DelayA]),

16, //maxDelayTime
15, //delayTime
17), //decayTime

0.1,
pitchRatio,
0.1,
0.01);

sig2DelayC = PitchShift.ar(
CombL.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayAB, //in
sig1DelayA,
sig3DelayA]),

15, //maxDelayTime
13, //delayTime
17), //decayTime

0.1,
pitchRatio,
0.1,
0.01);

sigCenterDelay = CombL.ar(
DelayL.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayB,
sig2DelayC]),

8,
8),

6,
6,
12)
*micCenterAmplitude;

//Output Assignment 
~leftSig = Limiter.ar(

Mix.new([sig2DelayAB*0.8,
sig2DelayShort //input
]),

0.9, //desired level
0.01); //lookAheadTime

~rightSig = Limiter.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayAA*0.8,
sig1DelayShort //input
]),

0.9, //desired level
0.01); //lookAheadTime

~centerSig = Limiter.ar(
Mix.new([
sig3DelayShort,
sigCenterDelay]), //input
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0.9, //desired level
0.01); //lookAheadTime

~backLeftSig = Limiter.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayC, //input
sig1DelayA]),

0.9, //desired level
0.01); //lookAheadTime

~backRightSig = Limiter.ar(
Mix.new([
sig2DelayB, //input
sig1DelayB]),

0.9, //desired level
0.01); //lookAheadTime

x = (micLeftAmplitude+micRightAmplitude);
y = Amplitude.kr(Mix.new([~leftSig, ~rightSig, ~backLeftSig, ~backRightSig, ~centerSig, 

micLeftAmplitude*0.3, micRightAmplitude*0.3, micCenterAmplitude*0.3]));

Out.kr(g, (y-0.5).lag(50));
Out.kr(f, (y-0.25).lag(20));

//Information
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), micLeftAmplitude, \micLeftAmplitude);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), micCenterAmplitude, \micCenterAmplitude);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), micRightAmplitude, \micRightAmplitude);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), sig2EnvSoft, \sig2EnvSoft);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), sig3EnvSoft, \sig3EnvSoft);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), freq, \freq);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), pitchRatio, \pitchRatio);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), freqRight, \freqRight);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), sig3DelayRatio, \sig3DelayRatio);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), x, \addedMicAmp);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), x.lag(30), \addedMicAmpLag);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), y, \addedMicAmp);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), (y-0.25).lag(20), \shortMicAmpLag);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), micEnv, \micEnv);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), (y-0.4).lag(30), \endMicAmpLag);
Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), micEnv1, \micEnvEND);

//Master Output 
Out.ar(0, ~leftSig);
Out.ar(1, ~rightSig);
Out.ar(2, ~backLeftSig);
Out.ar(3, ~backRightSig);
Out.ar(4, ~centerSig);

}).load(s))
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/*   Sonic Space No. 4   
M. Musick

3.23.12
As Performed at the University of Michigan's Dudurstadt Center Video Studio

*/

//Boot the server - Do This First

(
s = Server.local; // Set default server to local
o = Server.local.options; // Access server options
o.memSize = 1048576*2; // initialize memory size -- 2 gigs
o.sampleRate = 44100; // Sample Rate
o.numOutputBusChannels = 16; // # of active output channels
o.numInputBusChannels = 16; // # of active input channels
o.device = "Digidesign HW ( 002 )"; // Hardware device to use
s.meter; // Display meters for hardware in/out
Server.local.volume = -6.0; // set the output volume to -6dB
s.boot; // Boot the Server
);

         
         
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/         
         
         
         
         
         
// Sonic Space No. 4 Performance Code         

 

(//-: -- smile, relax and explore my sound! --

// Death Back-Up
// This section will mute the inputs to the system after 40 minutes.  
// This serves as a back-up incase the system is unable to kill itself.  

fork{
// 2400 sec is 40 minutes

2400.0.wait; // wait this length of time
"death".postln
~rain3.stop; // cut rain if it is still active
~rain1.stop;
~rain2.stop;
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{Out.kr(81, // if the system has still not died
EnvGen.kr( // send trigger to initiate mic gain cut

Env.new([0, 1, 0],
[1, 2])))}.play;};

// Sonic Space No. 4 Code
~sonicSpace = { //Declare the synth in a global variable 

// ARGUMENTS
arg mainLimterThresh = 0.95, limiterLookAhead = 0.01, 

softNormThresh = 0.18, softMinAmp = 0.0005, softMaxAmp = 0.0012,
loudMinAmp = 0.007, loudMaxAmp = 0.8, highNormThresh = 0.55,

 mix = 1, room = 0.9, damp = 0.2, verbMul = 1,
 crossRoomTalkBackLevel = 0.25, 
 tbMinAmp = 0.001, tbMaxAmp = 0.008,
 outerAttentuation = 0.5;

// VARIABLES

// microphone variables
var micCenL, micCenR, micFrontL, micFrontR, micMidL, micMidR, micRearL, micRearR;
var piezoCan, piezoFace;
var mainMicEnv, mainOutReact, largeOutReact, smallOutReact, lowThreshResetEnv, deathMicEnv;
// data extraction variables
var ampMicCenL, ampMicCenR, ampMicFrontL, ampMicFrontR, ampMicMidL, ampMicMidR, ampMicRearL, ampMicRearR, 

ampPiezoCan, ampPiezoFace, ampAllMics, ampAllMicsLag, ampAll;
var transientChainMicCen, transientOnsetsMicCenLow, transientOnsetsMicCenHigh, transientChainMicFront, 

transientOnsetsMicFront, transientChainMicRear, transientOnsetsMicRear;
var freqMicCenL, hasFreqMicCenL, freqMicCenR, hasFreqMicCenR, hasFreqPiezoCan, freqPiezoCan, hasFreqPiezoFace,  

freqPiezoFace;
var fLeftFreqLag, fRightFreqLag, rLeftFreqLag, rRightFreqLag, fLeftFreq, fRightFreq, rLeftFreq, rRightFreq;
var ampRearLargeOuter, ampFrontLargeOuter, ampLeftLargeOuter, ampRightLargeOuter;

// Verby Variables
var verbyEnvLevels, verbyEnvLengths, verbyEnvGate, verbyEnv;
// Smoothed Background Noise Variables
var smBgChain1, smBgChain2, smBGsigFront, smBGsigRear, smBGnoiseEnvLevels, smBGnoiseEnvLengths, smBGnoiseEnvGate, 

smBGnoiseEnv, smBGnoiseEnvReact;
// Short Low Gain Background Noise Variables
var  lowGainBgChain1, lowGainBgChain2, lowGainBgChain3, lowGainBgChain4, shortBGnoiseEnvLevels, shortBGnoiseEnvLengths, 

shortBGnoiseEnvGate, shortBGnoiseEnv, shortBGnoiseEnvReact;
// Low Gain Delay Time Variables
var lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths, lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels, lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate, lowGainDelayTimeEnv;
// ping delay variables
var outer5MicChain, inner5PingEnv, pingSignal, inner2MicChain, outer4PingEnv, pingSignalOut, piezo2MicChain, 

outerLarge4PingEnv, pingSignalOutLarge, pingDelayEnvLevels, pingDelayEnvLengths, pingDelayEnvGate, pingDelayEnv; 
// rear mic pass above variables
var rearMicPassAboveChain1, rearMicPassAboveChain2, rearMicPassAboveChain3, rearMicPassAboveChain4, 

rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, rearMicPassAboveEnv, 
rearMicPassDelayK1, rearMicPassDelayK2, rearMicPassDelayK3, rearMicPassDelayK4,rearMicPassThreshK1, 
rearMicPassThreshK2, rearMicPassThreshK3, rearMicPassThreshK4, rearPass1, rearPass2, rearPass3, rearPass4, rearPassAmp;

// low gain playback variables
var lowGainPB1, lowGainPB2, lowGainPB3, lowGainPB4, lowGainPBEnv1, lowGainPBEnv2, lowGainPBEnv3, lowGainPBEnv4, 

lowGainPBMix, lowGainPBAmp, lowGainPBFreq, hasLowGainPBFreq, lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, 
lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, lowGainPlayBackEnv, lowGainPBEnvReaction, lowGainPBEnvReaction1;

// med gain playback variables
var medGainPB1, medGainPB2, medGainPB3, medGainPB4, medGainPBEnv1, medGainPBEnv2, medGainPBEnv3, 

medGainPBEnv4, medGainPBMix, medGainPBAmp, medGainPBFreq, hasmedGainPBFreq, medGainPlayBackEnvLevels, 
medGainPlayBackEnvLengths, medGainPlayBackEnvGate, medGainPlayBackEnv;

// Falling Piezo Pitch Variables
var fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels, fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths, fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate, fallingPiezoPitchEnv, piezoFallIn, piezoFallIn1;
// Piezo Talkback Delay Line Variables
var crossTalkBackDelayTime1, crossTalkBackDelayTime2, crossTalkBackDelayTime3, crossTalkBackDelayTime4, piezoTBenvLevels, 

piezoTBenvLengths, piezoTBenvGate, piezoTBenv, piezoTBenv1Levels, crossTalkBackDelayTimeA, crossTalkBackDelayTimeB, 
piezoTBenv1Lengths, piezoTBenv1Gate, piezoTBenv1, crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig1, crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig2;

// Digital Insect Variables
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var digitalInsectChainFR, digitalInsectChainMR, frontRightCentroid, midRightCentroid, digiInsectEnvLevels, digiInsectEnvLengths, 
digiInsectEnvGate, digiInsectEnv;

// High Gain digital insects Variables
var highGainChain1, highGainChain2, highInsectsEnvLevels, highInsectsEnvLengths, highInsectsEnvGate, highInsectsEnv;
// High Gain Playback
var highGainPBEnvLevels, highGainPBEnvLengths, highGainPBEnvGate, highGainPBEnv;
// output channel variables
var frontLeftOuter, frontRightOuter, rearLeftOuter, rearRightOuter;
var frontLeft5, center5, frontRight5, surrRight5, surrLeft5, lfe;
var frontLeftOuterFreq, hasFrontLeftOuterFreq, frontRightOuterFreq, hasFrontRightOuterFreq, rearLeftOuterFreq, 

hasRearLeftOuterFreq, rearRightOuterFreq, hasRearRightOuterFreq;
var frontLargeOuter, rearLargeOuter, leftLargeOuter, rightLargeOuter;

// Main Microphone Envelope
mainMicEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([ 1, 0, 0, 1 ],
[ 20, 240, 60 ]),

gate: In.kr(64));
deathMicEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1, 0, 0],
[3, 120]),

gate: In.kr(81));
~mainMicKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~mainMicKbus, mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv); // This is for gui information

// These envelope reactions are an effect that makes the speakers sound like they are breaking apart
mainOutReact = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(
[1, 0, 0, 2, 1],
[0, 0.05, 0.01, 0.01],
[-4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(59));
smallOutReact = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(
[1, 0, 0, 2, 1],
[0, 0.05, 0.01, 0.01],
[-4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(58));
largeOutReact = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(
[1, 0, 0, 2, 1],
[0, 0.05, 0.01, 0.01],
[-4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(57));

// Microphone and PIezo Input Assignments
micCenL = SoundIn.ar(8)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micCenR = SoundIn.ar(9)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micFrontL = SoundIn.ar(10)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micFrontR = SoundIn.ar(11)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micMidL = SoundIn.ar(12)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micMidR = SoundIn.ar(13)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micRearL = SoundIn.ar(14)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
micRearR = SoundIn.ar(15)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
piezoCan = SoundIn.ar(0)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;
piezoFace = SoundIn.ar(1)*mainMicEnv*deathMicEnv;

// Input Data Extraction
// Amplitude Tracking
ampMicCenL = Amplitude.ar(micCenL);
ampMicCenR = Amplitude.ar(micCenR);
ampMicFrontL = Amplitude.ar(micFrontL);
ampMicFrontR = Amplitude.ar(micFrontR);
ampMicMidL = Amplitude.ar(micMidL);
ampMicMidR = Amplitude.ar(micMidR);
ampMicRearL = Amplitude.ar(micRearL);
ampMicRearR = Amplitude.ar(micRearR);
ampPiezoCan = Amplitude.ar(piezoCan);
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ampPiezoFace = Amplitude.ar(piezoFace);
ampAllMics = Amplitude.kr(Mix.new(SoundIn.ar([0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] )*mainMicEnv));
ampAllMicsLag = ampAllMics.lag(1);

~ampMicCenLKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicCenLKbus, ampMicCenL);
~ampMicCenRKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicCenRKbus, ampMicCenR);
~ampMicFrontLKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicFrontLKbus, ampMicFrontL);
~ampMicFrontRKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicFrontRKbus, ampMicFrontR);
~ampMicMidLKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicMidLKbus, ampMicMidL);
~ampMicMidRKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicMidRKbus, ampMicMidR);
~ampMicRearLKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicRearLKbus, ampMicRearL);
~ampMicRearRKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampMicRearRKbus, ampMicRearR);
~ampPiezoCanKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampPiezoCanKbus, ampPiezoCan);
~ampPiezoFaceKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampPiezoFaceKbus, ampPiezoFace);
~ampAllMicsKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampAllMicsKbus, ampAllMicsLag);
~ampAllMicsLagKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~ampAllMicsLagKbus, ampAllMics.lag(20));

// Input Frequency Tracking
# freqMicCenL, hasFreqMicCenL = Pitch.kr(

micCenL,
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

~freqCenLKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~freqCenLKbus, freqMicCenL);

# freqMicCenR, hasFreqMicCenR = Pitch.kr(
micCenR,
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

~freqCenRKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~freqCenRKbus, freqMicCenR);

# freqPiezoCan, hasFreqPiezoCan = Pitch.kr(
piezoCan,
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

~freqPiezoCanKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~freqPiezoCanKbus, freqPiezoCan);

# freqPiezoFace, hasFreqPiezoFace = Pitch.kr(
piezoFace,
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

~freqPiezoFaceKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~freqPiezoFaceKbus, freqPiezoFace);

// Transient Onset Tracking
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i = Buffer.alloc(s, 512); // allocate buffers for the onset ugen's
j = Buffer.alloc(s, 512);
k = Buffer.alloc(s, 512);
transientChainMicCen = FFT(i, Mix.new([micCenL, micCenR]));
transientOnsetsMicCenLow = Onsets.kr(transientChainMicCen, 

0.7, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 1000, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 7); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(transientOnsetsMicCenLow, 2, {Main.elapsedTime});
transientOnsetsMicCenHigh = Onsets.kr(transientChainMicCen, 

3.4, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 1000, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 7); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(transientOnsetsMicCenHigh, 3, {Main.elapsedTime});

transientChainMicFront = FFT(j, Mix.new([micFrontL, micFrontR]));
transientOnsetsMicFront = Onsets.kr(transientChainMicFront, 

2.5, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 500, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 7); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(transientOnsetsMicFront, 4, {Main.elapsedTime});

transientChainMicRear = FFT(k, Mix.new([micRearL, micRearR]));
transientOnsetsMicRear = Onsets.kr(transientChainMicRear, 

1.5, //threshold
\rcomplex, //signal processing type
relaxtime: 0, //time to relax from peak
mingap: 500, //min wait time in millisec
medianspan: 7); //size of window used (smoothing)

SendTrig.kr(transientOnsetsMicRear, 5, {Main.elapsedTime});

// Other Triggers
lowThreshResetEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1, 0, 1],
[1, 1]),

gate: In.kr(80));

SendTrig.kr(Trig.kr((0.02-(ampAllMicsLag)*lowThreshResetEnv), 1), 7, {Main.elapsedTime});
SendTrig.kr(Trig.kr((0.1-ampAllMicsLag.lag(20)), 1), 11, {Main.elapsedTime});
SendTrig.kr(Trig.kr(((0.2-ampAllMicsLag.lag(25))*lowThreshResetEnv), 10), 10, {Main.elapsedTime});

// Trigger Receiving
OSCresponder(s.addr, '\tr').remove;
t = 0;
u = 0;
v = 0;
x = 0;
y = 0;
z = 0;
~shortBGTrig = -1;
~ampAllMicsTrig = -1;
~ampAllMicsTrigMed = -1;
~ampAllMicsTrigLoud = -1;
~rearPassTrig = -1;
~piezoTBTrig = -2;
~triggerReceiving = OSCresponder(s.addr, '/tr', { arg time, responder, msg;

if(msg[2] == 1, { // Low Gain Frequency High Trigger
x = x + 1;
if( x == 10, {

y = y+1;
x = 0; // reset low gain pb trig count
{Out.kr(65, // a control signal
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EnvGen.kr( // this trigger lowGainPB Reaction Env
Env.linen(1, // attack time

1, // sustain time
1, // release time
1), // sustain portion

doneAction: 2))}.play;
if( y == 5, {

~sonicSpace.setn(
\medGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.4, 0.4, 1),
\medGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 60),
\medGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\medGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

});
if( y == 8, {

~sonicSpace.setn(
\medGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 2, 2, 0),
\medGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 60),
\medGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\medGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

});
})});

if(msg[2] == 2, { // Mic Center Low Gain Transients
z = z + 1;
if( z == 1, {

~sonicSpace.setn(\verbyEnvGate, 0);
});
if( z == 5, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\shortBGnoiseEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.2, 1.6, 0.8),
\shortBGnoiseEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 30),
\shortBGnoiseEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\shortBGnoiseEnvGate, 0);
};

});
if( z ==9, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 1, 0),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 60),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

}
});

if( z == 10, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\smBGnoiseEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 4, 1),
\smBGnoiseEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 60),
\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 0);

};
});

});
if(msg[2] == 3, { // Mic Center High Gain Transients

v = v + 1;
if( v == 10, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\smBGnoiseEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 4, 4, 0),
\smBGnoiseEnvLengths, Array.with(90, 60, 60),
\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
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~sonicSpace.setn(\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 0);
};

});
});

if(msg[2] == 4, { // Front Mic Transients
t = t + 1;
{Out.kr(66, // a control signal

EnvGen.kr( // this trigger lowGainPB Reaction Env
Env.linen(1, // attack time

1, // sustain time
1, // release time
1), // sustain portion

doneAction: 2))}.play;
if( t == 15, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 4, 1),
\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths, Array.with(15, 60, 30),
\lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate, 0);

}
});

if( t == 30, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 0.4, 0.7),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(60, 60, 45),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\piezoTBenv1Levels, Array.with(0, 1, 0.2, 0.6),
\piezoTBenv1Lengths, Array.with(60, 60, 45),
\piezoTBenv1Gate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenv1Gate, 0);

}
});
});

if(msg[2] == 5, { // Rear Mic Transients
u = u + 1;
{Out.kr(67, // a control signal

EnvGen.kr( // this trigger lowGainPB Reaction Env
Env.linen(1, // attack time

1, // sustain time
1, // release time
1), // sustain portion

doneAction: 2))}.play;
});

if(msg[2] == 6, {
~shortBGTrig = ~shortBGTrig + 1;
if( ~shortBGTrig == 10, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 1, 0.7),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(60, 180, 30),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn( // This is a back-up off envelope in case orders get funky

\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(60, 0, 0),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.6);
};

});
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if( ~shortBGTrig == 23, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\digiInsectEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 2, 0.4, 0),
\digiInsectEnvLengths, Array.with(60, 60, 30),
\digiInsectEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\digiInsectEnvGate, 0);

}});
});

if(msg[2] == 7, { // all Mics Amplitude Soft Thresh hold
~ampAllMicsTrig = ~ampAllMicsTrig + 1;
({Out.kr(80,

EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([0, 0, 1, 0],

        [2, 1, 1]),
doneAction: 2))}.play);

if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 2, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);
1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.4, 1, 1),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 60),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

}
});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 13, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\digiInsectEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 2, 1),
\digiInsectEnvLengths, Array.with(60, 60, 30),
\digiInsectEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\digiInsectEnvGate, 0);

}});
if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 75, {

fork{ // back-up release
~sonicSpace.setn(

\digiInsectEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\digiInsectEnvLengths, Array.with(60, 60, 30),
\digiInsectEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\digiInsectEnvGate, 0);

}});
if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 100, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 0.4, 0.7),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(200, 60, 30),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);

}});
if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 150, {

fork{
{Out.kr(64, // a control signal

EnvGen.kr( // this trigger lowGainPB Reaction Env
Env.linen(1, // attack time

1, // sustain time
1, // release time
1), // sustain portion

doneAction: 2))}.play;
2.0.wait;

~rain1 = Task{
loop{
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Synth("RainDrops", [
\out, [32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].choose,
\level, 0.15.rand,
\in, [0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].choose,
\delayTime, rrand(2.0, 4.0),
\cutOffFreq, exprand(800, 20000),
\qLevel, rrand(0.0, 1.0),
\pan, rrand(-1.0, 1.0),
\decay, exprand(0.05, 0.3)
]);

2.0.rand.wait;
}}.start;

45.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.7); // set verby room size to 0.2

~rain2 = Task{
loop{
Synth("RainDrops", [

\out, [32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].choose,
\level, 0.4.rand,
\in, [0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].choose,
\delayTime, rrand(2.0, 4.0),
\cutOffFreq, exprand(800, 20000),
\qLevel, rrand(0.0, 1.0),
\pan, rrand(-1.0, 1.0),
\decay, exprand(0.05, 0.3)
]);

4.0.rand.wait;
}}.start;

60.0.wait;
~rain3 = Task{

loop{
Synth("RainDrops", [

\out, [32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].choose,
\level, 0.2.rand,
\in, [0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].choose,
\delayTime, rrand(2.0, 4.0),
\cutOffFreq, exprand(800, 20000),
\qLevel, rrand(0.0, 1.0),
\pan, rrand(-1.0, 1.0),
\decay, exprand(0.05, 0.3)
]);

0.2.rand.wait;
}}.start;

}});
if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 175, {

fork{
~rain3.stop;
5.0.wait;
~rain1.stop;
5.0.wait;
~rain2.stop;

~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.2); // set verby room size to 0.2
}});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 200, {
fork{

~zed1 = {Out.kr(59, Dust.kr(4))}.play;
5.0.wait;
~zed2 = {Out.kr(58, Dust.kr(4))}.play;
5.0.wait;
~zed3 = {Out.kr(57, Dust.kr(4))}.play;

}});
if( ~ampAllMicsTrig == 220, {

fork{
~zed1.free;
~zed2.free;
~zed3.free;

~sonicSpace.set(\room, 1.0); // set verby room size to 0.2
}});
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});
if(msg[2] == 11, { // all Mics Amplitude Med Thresh hold

~ampAllMicsTrigMed = ~ampAllMicsTrigMed + 1;
{Out.kr(70, // a control signal

EnvGen.kr( // this trigger lowGainPB Reaction Env
Env.linen(1, // attack time

1, // sustain time
1, // release time
1), // sustain portion

doneAction: 2))}.play;
if( ~ampAllMicsTrigMed == 17, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 2, 3),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(120, 160, 30),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrigMed == 25, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(10, 0, 0),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrigMed == 35, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 2, 3),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(120, 160, 30),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrigMed == 45, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(10, 0, 0),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

};
});

});
if(msg[2] == 10, { // all Mics Amplitude Loud Thresh hold

~ampAllMicsTrigLoud = ~ampAllMicsTrigLoud + 1;
({Out.kr(80,

EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([0, 0, 1, 0],

        [2, 1, 1]),
doneAction: 2))}.play);

if( ~ampAllMicsTrigLoud == 12, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\highInsectsEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 2, 1),
\highInsectsEnvLengths, Array.with(120, 160, 30),
\highInsectsEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\highInsectsEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\digiInsectEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 3, 2, 2),
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\digiInsectEnvLengths, Array.with(120, 190, 1),
\digiInsectEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\digiInsectEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 3, 2),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(120, 30, 160),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~ampAllMicsTrigLoud == 20, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\highGainPBEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1.4, 1.4, 1),
\highGainPBEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 240),
\highGainPBEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\highGainPBEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1.4, 1.4, 1),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths, Array.with(200, 160, 240),
\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\digiInsectEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 2),
\digiInsectEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 120),
\digiInsectEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\digiInsectEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 1.5),
\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 140),
\lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\highInsectsEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 1),
\highInsectsEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 160),
\highInsectsEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\highInsectsEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 2),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 180),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 2),
\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 200),
\fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 220),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\piezoTBenv1Levels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0),
\piezoTBenv1Lengths, Array.with(240, 120, 240),
\piezoTBenv1Gate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenv1Gate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(
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\smBGnoiseEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 2),
\smBGnoiseEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 260),
\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\smBGnoiseEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.0);
};});
});

if(msg[2] == 8, { // rear pass above amplitude trigger
~rearPassTrig = ~rearPassTrig + 1;
if( ~rearPassTrig == 10, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 1.4, 0.8),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(60, 120, 30),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.2); // set verby room size to 0.2

};
});

if( ~rearPassTrig == 28, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1.5, 0, 0),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 60, 1),
\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 1);
1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate, 0);

~sonicSpace.setn(
\shortBGnoiseEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 0, 0, 1),
\shortBGnoiseEnvLengths, Array.with(30, 240, 240),
\shortBGnoiseEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\shortBGnoiseEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.setn(

\pingDelayEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 1.5, 2, 1),
\pingDelayEnvLengths, Array.with(90, 60, 120),
\pingDelayEnvGate, 1);
1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\pingDelayEnvGate, 0);

}});
}); 

if(msg[2] == 9, { // Piezo Transient Trigger
~piezoTBTrig = ~piezoTBTrig + 1;
if( ~piezoTBTrig == 9, {

fork{
~sonicSpace.setn(

\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 1, 0.7, 0),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(60, 120, 30),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~piezoTBTrig == 25, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels, Array.with(0, 4, 0.7, 2),
\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths, Array.with(240, 120, 30),
\fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate, 0);
~sonicSpace.set(\room, 0.0);

};
});

if( ~piezoTBTrig == 35, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
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\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 2, 1, 1.2),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(60, 120, 30),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);

};
});

if( ~piezoTBTrig == 50, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\piezoTBenv1Levels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 1, 1.7),
\piezoTBenv1Lengths, Array.with(60, 120, 30),
\piezoTBenv1Gate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenv1Gate, 0);

};
});

if( ~piezoTBTrig == 60, {
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\piezoTBenvLevels, Array.with(0, 2, 1, 0),
\piezoTBenvLengths, Array.with(60, 20, 30),
\piezoTBenvGate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenvGate, 0);

};
fork{

~sonicSpace.setn(
\piezoTBenv1Levels, Array.with(0, 0.7, 1, 0),
\piezoTBenv1Lengths, Array.with(60, 20, 30),
\piezoTBenv1Gate, 1);

1.0.wait;
~sonicSpace.setn(\piezoTBenv1Gate, 0);

};
});
});

}).add;

//output frequency tracking
fLeftFreq = In.kr(60);
fLeftFreqLag = fLeftFreq.lag(30);
~fLeftFreq = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~fLeftFreq, fLeftFreqLag);

fRightFreq = In.kr(61);
fRightFreqLag = fRightFreq.lag(30);
~fRightFreq = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~fRightFreq, fRightFreqLag);

rLeftFreq = In.kr(62);
rLeftFreqLag = rLeftFreq.lag(30);
~rLeftFreq = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~rLeftFreq, rLeftFreqLag);

rRightFreq = In.kr(63);
rRightFreqLag = rRightFreq.lag(30);
~rRightFreq = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~rRightFreq, rRightFreqLag);

//option envelopes defined
verbyEnvLevels = Control.names(\verbyEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 1, 1, 1));
verbyEnvLengths = Control.names(\verbyEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(30, 0, 0));
verbyEnvGate = Control.names(\verbyEnvGate).kr(1);
verbyEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(verbyEnvLevels,
verbyEnvLengths),

gate: verbyEnvGate);
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~verbyKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~verbyKbus, verbyEnv);

smBGnoiseEnvLevels = Control.names(\smBGnoiseEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
smBGnoiseEnvLengths = Control.names(\smBGnoiseEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
smBGnoiseEnvGate = Control.names(\smBGnoiseEnvGate).kr(0);
smBGnoiseEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(smBGnoiseEnvLevels,
smBGnoiseEnvLengths),

gate: smBGnoiseEnvGate);
smBGnoiseEnvReact = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 2, 1],
[5, 2, 5, 4, 3, 2, 5],
[4, 0, -4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(66));
~smBGKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~smBGKbus, (smBGnoiseEnv*smBGnoiseEnvReact));

shortBGnoiseEnvLevels = Control.names(\shortBGnoiseEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
shortBGnoiseEnvLengths = Control.names(\shortBGnoiseEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
shortBGnoiseEnvGate = Control.names(\shortBGnoiseEnvGate).kr(0);
shortBGnoiseEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(shortBGnoiseEnvLevels,
shortBGnoiseEnvLengths),

gate: shortBGnoiseEnvGate);
shortBGnoiseEnvReact = EnvGen.kr( 

Env.new([1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 2, 1],
[2, 5, 4, 3, 2, 5],
[4, 0, -4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(67));
SendTrig.kr((1.59-(shortBGnoiseEnv*shortBGnoiseEnvReact)), 6, {Main.elapsedTime});

// Send a trigger when this reaches 0.8 or greater
~shortBGKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~shortBGKbus, (shortBGnoiseEnv*shortBGnoiseEnvReact));

lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels = Control.names(\lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0.2, 0.5));
lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths = Control.names(\lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(30, 30, 60));
lowGainPlayBackEnvGate = Control.names(\lowGainPlayBackEnvGate).kr(1);
lowGainPlayBackEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(lowGainPlayBackEnvLevels,
lowGainPlayBackEnvLengths),

gate: lowGainPlayBackEnvGate);

lowGainPBEnvReaction = EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([1, 0, 0, 0.4, 1],

[20, 10, 15, 30],
[-4, 0, 4, 4]),

gate: In.kr(65));
lowGainPBEnvReaction1 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1, 3, 3, 4, 1],
[10, 20, 5, 5],
[4, 0, 4, -4]),

gate: In.kr(70));
~lowPBKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowPBKbus, (lowGainPlayBackEnv*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1));

medGainPlayBackEnvLevels = Control.names(\medGainPlayBackEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
medGainPlayBackEnvLengths = Control.names(\medGainPlayBackEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(30, 30, 60));
medGainPlayBackEnvGate = Control.names(\medGainPlayBackEnvGate).kr(1);
medGainPlayBackEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(medGainPlayBackEnvLevels,
medGainPlayBackEnvLengths),

gate: medGainPlayBackEnvGate);

~medPBKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~medPBKbus, (medGainPlayBackEnv*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1));

lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels = Control.names(\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths = Control.names(\lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
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lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate = Control.names(\lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate).kr(0);
lowGainDelayTimeEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(lowGainDelayTimeEnvLevels,
lowGainDelayTimeEnvLengths),

gate: lowGainDelayTimeEnvGate);
~lowDelayKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowDelayKbus, lowGainDelayTimeEnv);

rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels = Control.names(\rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths = Control.names(\rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
rearMicPassAboveEnvGate = Control.names(\rearMicPassAboveEnvGate).kr(0);
rearMicPassAboveEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(rearMicPassAboveEnvLevels,
rearMicPassAboveEnvLengths),

gate: rearMicPassAboveEnvGate);
~rearPassKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~rearPassKbus, rearMicPassAboveEnv);

fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels = Control.names(\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths = Control.names(\fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate = Control.names(\fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate).kr(0);
fallingPiezoPitchEnv  = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(fallingPiezoPitchEnvLevels,
fallingPiezoPitchEnvLengths),

gate: fallingPiezoPitchEnvGate);
~fallingPiezoKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~fallingPiezoKbus, fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

piezoTBenvLevels = Control.names(\piezoTBenvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
piezoTBenvLengths = Control.names(\piezoTBenvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
piezoTBenvGate = Control.names(\piezoTBenvGate).kr(0);
piezoTBenv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(piezoTBenvLevels,
piezoTBenvLengths),

gate: piezoTBenvGate);
~piezoTBKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~piezoTBKbus, piezoTBenv);

piezoTBenv1Levels = Control.names(\piezoTBenv1Levels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
piezoTBenv1Lengths = Control.names(\piezoTBenv1Lengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
piezoTBenv1Gate = Control.names(\piezoTBenv1Gate).kr(0);
piezoTBenv1 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(piezoTBenv1Levels,
piezoTBenv1Lengths),

gate: piezoTBenv1Gate);
~piezoTB1Kbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~piezoTB1Kbus, piezoTBenv1);

pingDelayEnvLevels = Control.names(\pingDelayEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
pingDelayEnvLengths = Control.names(\pingDelayEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
pingDelayEnvGate = Control.names(\pingDelayEnvGate).kr(0);
pingDelayEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(pingDelayEnvLevels,
pingDelayEnvLengths),

gate: pingDelayEnvGate);
~pingDelayKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~pingDelayKbus, pingDelayEnv);

digiInsectEnvLevels = Control.names(\digiInsectEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
digiInsectEnvLengths = Control.names(\digiInsectEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
digiInsectEnvGate = Control.names(\digiInsectEnvGate).kr(0);
digiInsectEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(digiInsectEnvLevels,
digiInsectEnvLengths),

gate: digiInsectEnvGate);
~digiInsectsKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~digiInsectsKbus, digiInsectEnv);

highInsectsEnvLevels = Control.names(\highInsectsEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
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highInsectsEnvLengths = Control.names(\highInsectsEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
highInsectsEnvGate = Control.names(\highInsectsEnvGate).kr(0);
highInsectsEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(highInsectsEnvLevels,
highInsectsEnvLengths),

gate: highInsectsEnvGate);
~highInsectsKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~highInsectsKbus, highInsectsEnv);

highGainPBEnvLevels = Control.names(\highGainPBEnvLevels).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0, 0));
highGainPBEnvLengths = Control.names(\highGainPBEnvLengths).kr(Array.with(0, 0, 0));
highGainPBEnvGate = Control.names(\highGainPBEnvGate).kr(0);
highGainPBEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(highGainPBEnvLevels,
highGainPBEnvLengths),

gate:highGainPBEnvGate);
~highGainKbus = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~highGainKbus, highGainPBEnv);

//  Individual System Elements
//Full Space Reverb

Out.ar(32, // the output channel
FreeVerb.ar(

micCenL, // mono src
mix, // mix 
room, // room 
damp, // damp 

mul: verbMul) // level
*verbyEnv); // overall envelope control
Out.ar(34,

FreeVerb.ar(
micCenR, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(33,

FreeVerb.ar(
Mix.new([piezoCan, piezoFace]), 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(35,

FreeVerb.ar(
micMidR, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(36,

FreeVerb.ar(
micMidL, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(38,

FreeVerb.ar(
micRearL, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(39,

FreeVerb.ar(
micRearR, 
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mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(40,

FreeVerb.ar(
micFrontR, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);
Out.ar(41,

FreeVerb.ar(
micFrontL, 
mix,
room,
damp,

mul: verbMul)*verbyEnv);

//Smoothed Background Noise - FFT Pass Below
 ~smBGnoise1 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain

smBgChain1 = FFT(~smBGnoise1, micCenR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
smBGsigFront = Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

IFFT(
PV_MagBelow(

smBgChain1, //the FFT chain to process
0.1 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
softNormThresh+0.26, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 
Env.adsr(0.6, //attackTime

0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.1, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicFrontR, //a gate (if InRange then open)
softMinAmp, //min value
softMaxAmp)); //max value

Out.ar(34, // inner front right channel
DelayC.ar(smBGsigFront,

3, //max delay time
3) //delay time

*smBGnoiseEnv // overall envelope
*smBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

Out.ar(32, // outter front right channel
DelayC.ar(smBGsigFront,

5, //max delay time
5) //delay time

*smBGnoiseEnv // overall envelope
*smBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

 ~smBGnoise2 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
smBgChain2 = FFT(~smBGnoise2, micRearR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
smBGsigRear = Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

IFFT(
PV_MagBelow(

smBgChain2, //the FFT chain to process
0.1 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
softNormThresh+0.26, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 
Env.adsr(0.6, //attackTime

0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.1, //releaseTime
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0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicMidR, //a gate (if InRange then open)
softMinAmp, //min value
softMaxAmp)); //max value

Out.ar(35, // inner front right channel
DelayC.ar(smBGsigRear,

3, //max delay time
2) //delay time

*smBGnoiseEnv // overall envelope
*smBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

Out.ar(36, // outter front right channel
DelayC.ar(smBGsigRear,

5, //max delay time
5) // delay time

*smBGnoiseEnv // overall envelope
*smBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

// Short Low Gain Background Noise - FFT Pass Below
 ~shortBGnoise1 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain

lowGainBgChain1 = FFT(~shortBGnoise1, micFrontL); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(38,

DelayC.ar(
Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

RHPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow(
lowGainBgChain1, //the FFT chain to process
0.0001 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
fLeftFreqLag, //Resonate High Pass Cut off freq
3), //q

softNormThresh-0.03, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time
*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 

Env.adsr(0.01, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.01, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicMidR,  //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.00005, //min value
0.00007)), //max value

3, //max delay time
2) //delay time

*shortBGnoiseEnv // the main envelope
*shortBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

 ~shortBGnoise2 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
lowGainBgChain2 = FFT(~shortBGnoise2, micFrontR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(39,

DelayC.ar(
Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

RHPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow(
lowGainBgChain2,  //the FFT chain to process
0.0001 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
fRightFreqLag, //Resonate High Pass Cut off freq
3), //q

softNormThresh-0.03, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time
*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 
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Env.adsr(0.01, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.01, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicMidL,  //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.00005, //min value
0.00007)), //max value

3, //max delay time
2) //delay time

*shortBGnoiseEnv // the main envelope
*shortBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

 ~shortBGnoise3 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
lowGainBgChain3 = FFT(~shortBGnoise3, micMidL); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(40,

DelayC.ar(
Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

RHPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow(
lowGainBgChain3,  //the FFT chain to process
0.0001 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
rLeftFreqLag, //Resonate High Pass Cut off freq
3), //q

softNormThresh-0.06, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time
*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 

Env.adsr(0.01, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.01, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
4), //curve of env

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicFrontL,  //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.0001, //min value
0.00012)), //max value

3, //max delay time
2) //delay time

*shortBGnoiseEnv // the main envelope
*shortBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

 ~shortBGnoise4 = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
lowGainBgChain4 = FFT(~shortBGnoise4, micMidR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(41,

DelayC.ar(
Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up

RHPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow(
lowGainBgChain4, //the FFT chain to process
0.0001 //the max level of each bin to pass

)),
rRightFreqLag, //Resonate High Pass Cut off freq
3), //q

softNormThresh-0.06, //normalizer level
0.05) //normalizer look ahead time
*EnvGen.kr( //envelope 

Env.adsr(0.01, //attackTime
0, //decayTime
1, //sustainLevel as a portion of Peak
0.01, //releaseTime
0.9, //peakLevel
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4), //curve of env
gate: InRange.ar(

ampMicFrontR, //a gate (if InRange then open)
0.0001, //min value
0.00012)), //max value

3, //max delay time
2) //delay time

*shortBGnoiseEnv // the main envelope
*shortBGnoiseEnvReact); // a reaction envelope

// Low Gain Playback (0.0007-0.0009)
lowGainPBEnv1 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF

Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies
[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
fRightFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~lowGainPBEnv1 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowGainPBEnv1, lowGainPBEnv1);

lowGainPB1 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micFrontR // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicRearR,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp, // minimum value
softMaxAmp)), // maximum value

lowGainPBEnv1),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicRearR), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
fLeftFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*lowGainPlayBackEnv // main level envelope
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(40, lowGainPB1); // send to the output bus

lowGainPBEnv2 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
fLeftFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
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1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~lowGainPBEnv2 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowGainPBEnv2, lowGainPBEnv2);

lowGainPB2 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micFrontL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicRearL,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp, // minimum value
softMaxAmp)), // maximum value

lowGainPBEnv2),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicRearL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
fRightFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*lowGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(41, lowGainPB2); // send to the output bus

lowGainPBEnv3 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
rRightFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~lowGainPBEnv3 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowGainPBEnv3, lowGainPBEnv3);

lowGainPB3 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micMidR // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;
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gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicFrontL,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp, // minimum value
softMaxAmp)), // maximum value

lowGainPBEnv3),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicFrontL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
rLeftFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*lowGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(38, lowGainPB3); // send to the output bus

lowGainPBEnv4 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
rLeftFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~lowGainPBEnv4 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~lowGainPBEnv4, lowGainPBEnv4);

lowGainPB4 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micMidL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicFrontR,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp, // minimum value
softMaxAmp)), // maximum value

lowGainPBEnv4),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicFrontR), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
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rRightFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*lowGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(39, lowGainPB4); // send to the output bus

lowGainPBMix = Mix.new([lowGainPB1, lowGainPB2, lowGainPB3, lowGainPB4]); 
// mix all signals for analysis

# lowGainPBFreq, hasLowGainPBFreq = Pitch.kr( // get tracked pitch of patch
lowGainPBMix, 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 3000,
median: 100);

SendTrig.kr( // send trigger to start reactionary amplitude env
Trig1.kr((lowGainPBFreq.lag(5)-1750), // if tracked freq is above 1600 then trig

15), // wait a minimum of 10 before retriggering
1, // id # 1
{Main.elapsedTime}); // also send main elapsed time

// med Gain Playback (0.0007-0.0009)
medGainPBEnv1 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF

Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies
[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
fRightFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~medGainPBEnv1 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~medGainPBEnv1, medGainPBEnv1);

medGainPB1 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micFrontR // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicRearR,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.05, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.05)), // maximum value

medGainPBEnv1),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicRearR), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
fLeftFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
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1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*medGainPlayBackEnv // main level envelope
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(36, medGainPB1); // send to the output bus

medGainPBEnv2 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
fLeftFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~medGainPBEnv2 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~medGainPBEnv2, medGainPBEnv2);

medGainPB2 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micFrontL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this almeds sound into the patch
ampMicRearL,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.05, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.05)), // maximum value

medGainPBEnv2),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicRearL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger meders pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
fRightFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if bemed 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*medGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(35, medGainPB2); // send to the output bus

medGainPBEnv3 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
rRightFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~medGainPBEnv3 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~medGainPBEnv3, medGainPBEnv3);
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medGainPB3 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micMidR // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this almeds sound into the patch
ampMicFrontL,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.05, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.05)), // maximum value

medGainPBEnv3),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicFrontL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
rLeftFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*medGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(32, medGainPB3); // send to the output bus

medGainPBEnv4 = EnvGen.kr( // this envelope controls the cut off freq of LPF
Env.new([20000, 100, 800, 1000, 20000], // frequencies

[30, 30, 10, 5], // lengths of the envelope segments
releaseNode: 2), // will stay at 800 Hz as long as gate is triggered

gate: InRange.kr( // this gate is for the LPF cut off freq env
rLeftFreqLag, // track frequency of the front right output channel
1400, // if frequency is above 1400 Hz then trigger env
6000));

~medGainPBEnv4 = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~medGainPBEnv4, medGainPBEnv4);

medGainPB4 = 
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mics up
DelayC.ar(

LPF.ar( // to reduce the dur of high freq feedback
micMidL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar( // this allows sound into the patch
ampMicFrontR,  // gate trigger by rear microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.05, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.05)), // maximum value
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medGainPBEnv4),
4, // maxDelaytime
3), // delaytime

(softNormThresh-ampMicFrontR), // set threshold to be a reciprocal value of kSignal
0.05), // look ahead time

0.01, // pitch shift window size
(1 - EnvGen.kr( // pitch ratio, trigger lowers pitch of feedback

Env.adsr(3, // attack time is 3"
0, // no decay
1, // sustain level as portion of peak
3, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve

gate: InRange.ar( // a control gate
rRightFreq, // monitor front left channel freq output
1200, // if above 1200 Hz then trigger
1400))), // if below 1400 Hz, then trigger

0, // pitch dispersion
0) // time dispersion

*medGainPlayBackEnv
*lowGainPBEnvReaction*lowGainPBEnvReaction1; // reactionary envelope (triggered at 1600 Hz)

Out.ar(34, medGainPB4); // send to the output bus

medGainPBMix = Mix.new([medGainPB1, medGainPB2, medGainPB3, medGainPB4]); 
// mix all signals for analysis

# medGainPBFreq, hasmedGainPBFreq = Pitch.kr( // get tracked pitch of patch
medGainPBMix, 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 3000,
median: 100);

SendTrig.kr( // send trigger to start reactionary amplitude env
Trig1.kr((medGainPBFreq-1750), // if tracked freq is above 1600 then trig

15), // wait a minimum of 10 before retriggering
1, // id # 1
{Main.elapsedTime}); // also send main elapsed time

// low gain - delaytime modulation (0.0009-0.0013)
Out.ar(32, // send to the output bussed

Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mic up
DelayC.ar(

micFrontL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control input signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicMidL,  // gate trigger by midL microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.0005, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.0004)), // maximum value

10, // maxDelaytime
LinLin.kr(freqMicCenL, // map delay time to tracked freq of rear left out

40, // input min
2000, // input max
3, // output min
5).lag(0.5)), // output max also lag update by 1/2"

(softNormThresh-ampMicMidL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal of kSignal
0.01) // look ahead time
*lowGainDelayTimeEnv); // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(36, // send to the output bussed
Normalizer.ar( // bring the overall volume of the mic up

DelayC.ar(
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micRearL // input channel
* EnvGen.kr( // envelope to control input signal

Env.adsr(0.5, // attack time
0, // decay time
1, // sustain level as a portion of peak
1, // release time
0.9, // peak level
4), // curve of envelope;

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicFrontL, // gate trigger by midL microphone for envelope
softMinAmp+0.0005, // minimum value
softMaxAmp+0.0004)), // maximum value

10, // maxDelaytime
LinLin.kr(freqMicCenR, // map delay time to tracked freq of front left out

40, // input min
2000, // input max
3, // output min
5).lag(0.5)), // output max also lag update by 1/2"

(softNormThresh-ampMicFrontL), // set threshold to be a reciprocal of kSignal
0.01) // look ahead time
*lowGainDelayTimeEnv); // main output level control envelope

//rear mic pass above pitch shift
 a = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); // allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain

rearMicPassAboveChain1 = FFT(a, micRearL); // bgNoiseChain FFT chain
rearMicPassDelayK1 = LinLin.kr( // delay time

fLeftFreqLag,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
8, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearMicPassThreshK1 = LinLin.kr( // delay time
fLeftFreq,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
0.2, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearPass1 = 
PanAz.ar(5, // pan the signal between the outer4 channels

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
CombC.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagAbove(

rearMicPassAboveChain1, // the FFT chain to process
rearMicPassThreshK1)), // the min level of each bin to pass

8, // max delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1, // delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1*1.5), // decay time

0.4*(1-ampMicFrontL), // normalizer level
0.05), // look ahead time

0.05, // window size for pitch shift
2, // pitch shift ratio
0, // pitch dispertion
0), // time dispertion

1, // max delay time
0.3, // delay time
0.35), // decay time

pos: LinLin. ar(
ampMicFrontL,
0,
0.6, 
-1,
1), // pan position

orientation: 0) // orientation
*rearMicPassAboveEnv; // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(32, rearPass1);
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 b = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); // allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
rearMicPassAboveChain2 = FFT(b, micRearR); // bgNoiseChain FFT chain
rearMicPassDelayK2 = LinLin.kr( // delay time

fRightFreqLag,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
8, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearMicPassThreshK2 = LinLin.kr( // delay time
fRightFreq,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
0.2, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearPass2 = 
PanAz.ar(5, 

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
CombC.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagAbove(

rearMicPassAboveChain2, // the FFT chain to process
rearMicPassThreshK2)), // the min level of each bin to pass

8, // max delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1, // delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1*1.5), // decay time

0.4*(1-ampMicFrontR), // normalizer level
0.05), // look ahead time

0.05, // window size for pitch shift
1.66, // pitch shift ratio
0, // pitch dispertion
0), // time dispertion

1, // max delay time
0.38, // delay time
0.45), // decaytime

pos: LinLin.ar(
ampMicFrontR,
0,
0.6, 
-1,
1), // pan position

orientation: 2) // orientation
*rearMicPassAboveEnv; // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(32, rearPass2);

 c = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); // allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
rearMicPassAboveChain3 = FFT(c, micFrontL); // bgNoiseChain FFT chain
rearMicPassDelayK3 = LinLin.kr( // delay time

rLeftFreqLag,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
1, // out low
8).lag(0.5); // out high

rearMicPassThreshK3 = LinLin.kr( // delay time
rLeftFreq,
60, // in low
2000, // in high
0.2, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearPass3 = 
PanAz.ar(4, 

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
CombC.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagAbove(

rearMicPassAboveChain3, // the FFT chain to process
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rearMicPassThreshK3)), // the min level of each bin to pass
8, // max delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1, // delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1*1.5), // decay time

0.4*(1-ampMicRearL), // normalizer level
0.05), // look ahead time

0.05, // window size for pitch shift
LinLin.ar( // pitch shift ratio

ampMicFrontL, // input control signal
0, // lower limit in
0.6, // upper limit in
0.1, // lower limit out
1.5).lag(0.01), // upper limit out

0, // pitch dispertion
0), // time dispertion

1, // max delay time
0.45, // delay time
0.5), // decay time

pos: LinLin.ar(
ampMicCenR,
0,
0.6, 
-1,
1), // pan position

orientation: 0) // orientation
*rearMicPassAboveEnv; // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(42, rearPass3);

 d = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); // allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
rearMicPassAboveChain4 = FFT(d, micFrontR); // bgNoiseChain FFT chain
rearMicPassDelayK4 = LinLin.kr( // delay time

rRightFreqLag,
100, // in low
2000, // in high
1, // out low
8); // out high

rearMicPassThreshK4 = LinLin.kr( // delay time
rRightFreq,
60, // in low
2000, // in high
0.2, // out low
1).lag(0.5); // out high

rearPass4 = 
PanAz.ar(4,

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
CombC.ar(

IFFT(
PV_MagAbove(

rearMicPassAboveChain4, // the FFT chain to process
rearMicPassThreshK4)), // the min level of each bin to pass

8, // max delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1, // delay time
rearMicPassDelayK1*1.5), // decay time

0.4*(1-ampMicRearR), // normalizer level
0.05), // look ahead time

0.05, // window size for pitch shift
LinLin.ar( // pitch shift ratio

ampMicFrontR, // input control signal
0, // lower limit in
0.6, // upper limit in
0.1, // lower limit out
1.5).lag(0.01), // upper limit out

0, // pitch dispertion
0), // time dispertion

1, // max delay time
0.32, // delay time
0.38), // decaytime
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pos: LinLin.ar(
ampMicCenL,
0,
0.6, 
-1,
1), // pan position

orientation: 2) // orientation
*rearMicPassAboveEnv; // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(42, rearPass4);

rearPassAmp = Amplitude.kr(Mix.new(Mix.new([rearPass1, rearPass2, rearPass3, rearPass4]))).lag(0.4);
SendTrig.kr(Trig.kr((0.25-rearPassAmp), 6), 8);

//piezo can falling pitch filter
piezoFallIn = Normalizer.ar(

piezoCan,
0.6,
0.1)

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.new(

[0, 2, 1, 0],
[0.05, 1, 0.5]),

gate: Trig.kr(0.1-ampPiezoCan, 1.5));
Out.ar(33, 

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn, // input, twice as loud
3, //max delay time
2), // delay time

0.05, // pitch shift window size
2, // pitch shift ratio
0),

1, // max delay time
0.2, // delay time
2) // decaytime

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv); // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(35, 
CombC.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn,
6, // max delay time
2.33), // delay time

1, // max delay time
0.2, // delay time
2).dup // decay time, also send signal to a stereo output

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

Out.ar(40, 
CombC.ar(

PitchShift.ar(
DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn,

6,
2.66),

0.05,
0.5,
0),

4,
0.2,
2).dup

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

Out.ar(46, 
LPF.ar(

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn,
6,
3),

0.05,
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0.25,
0),

4,
0.2,
2),

120)
*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

piezoFallIn1 = piezoFace
*EnvGen.kr(

Env.new(
[0, 2, 1, 0],
[0.05, 1, 0.5]),

gate: Trig.kr(0.1-ampPiezoFace, 1.5));
Out.ar(43, 

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn1, // input, twice as loud
3, //max delay time
2), // delay time

0.05, // pitch shift window size
2, // pitch shift ratio
0),

1, // max delay time
0.2, // delay time
2) // decaytime

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv); // main output level control envelope

Out.ar(35, 
CombC.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn1,
6, // max delay time
2.33), // delay time

1, // max delay time
0.2, // delay time
2).dup // decay time, also send signal to a stereo output

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

Out.ar(42, 
CombC.ar(

PitchShift.ar(
DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn1,

6,
2.66),

0.05,
0.5,
0),

4,
0.2,
2)

*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);

Out.ar(46, 
LPF.ar(

CombC.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

DelayC.ar(piezoFallIn1,
6,
3),

0.05,
0.25,
0),

4,
0.2,
2),

120)
*fallingPiezoPitchEnv);
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//piezo talk back delay
crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig1 = Trig.kr(0.05-ampPiezoFace, 5);
crossTalkBackDelayTime1 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([5, 10, 10, 1, 5],
[10, 5, 5, 2],
[4, 0, -4, 4]),

gate: crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig1);
crossTalkBackDelayTimeA = LinLin.kr(

freqPiezoFace,
80, 
2000,
0.5, 
2).lag(5);

SendTrig.kr(crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig1, 9);
Out.ar(40,

Pan2.ar(
CombL.ar(

CombL.ar(
Normalizer.ar(

piezoFace,
crossRoomTalkBackLevel-rearPassAmp, // normalizer level
0.1) // look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

1, // attack time
2, // decay time
0.8, // sustain ratio
2, // release time
1, // peak level
-4), // curve

gate: InRange.kr(
ampPiezoCan, // control signal
tbMinAmp, // low level
tbMaxAmp)), // max gate level

10, // CombL max delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime1 // ComnL delay time

*crossTalkBackDelayTimeA,
crossTalkBackDelayTime1), // CombL decay time

1, // CombL max delay time
0.2, // CombL delay time
0.5), // CombL decay time

SinOsc.kr(0.1)) // Pan Position
*piezoTBenv); // main level control envelope

crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig2 = Trig.kr(0.05-ampPiezoCan, 5);
crossTalkBackDelayTime2 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([5, 10, 10, 1, 5],
[10, 5, 5, 2],
[4, 0, -4, 4]),

gate: crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig1);
crossTalkBackDelayTimeB = LinLin.kr(

freqPiezoCan,
80, 
2000,
0.5, 
2).lag(5);

SendTrig.kr(crossTalkBackDelayTimeTrig2, 9);
Out.ar(38,

Pan2.ar(
CombL.ar(

DelayL.ar(
Normalizer.ar(

piezoCan,
crossRoomTalkBackLevel-rearPassAmp, // normalizer level
0.1) // look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

1, // attack time
2, // decay time
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0.8, // sustain ratio
2, // release time
1, // peak level
-4), // curve

gate: InRange.kr(
ampPiezoFace, // control signal
tbMinAmp, // low level
tbMaxAmp)), // max gate level

10, // DelayL max delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime2 // ComnL delay time

*crossTalkBackDelayTimeB,
crossTalkBackDelayTime2), // CombL decay time

1, // CombL max delay time
0.2, // CombL delay time
0.5), // CombL decay time

SinOsc.kr(0.1)) // Pan Position
*piezoTBenv); // main level control envelope

crossTalkBackDelayTime3 = EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([5, 10, 10, 1, 5],

[10, 5, 5, 2],
[4, 0, -4, 4]),

gate: Trig.kr(0.15-ampPiezoFace, 1));
Out.ar(42,

Pan2.ar(
CombL.ar(

CombL.ar(
Normalizer.ar(

piezoFace,
crossRoomTalkBackLevel+0.5-rearPassAmp*2, // normalizer level
0.1) // look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

1, // attack time
2, // decay time
0.8, // sustain ratio
2, // release time
1, // peak level
-4), // curve

gate: InRange.kr(
Mix.new([ampMicFrontL, ampMicFrontR]), // control signal
tbMinAmp+0.01, // low level
tbMaxAmp+0.01)), // max gate level

10, // CombL max delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime3, // ComnL delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime3), // CombL decay time

1, // CombL max delay time
0.2, // CombL delay time
0.5), // CombL decay time

SinOsc.kr(0.1, 0.5)) // Pan Position
*piezoTBenv1); // main level control envelope

crossTalkBackDelayTime4 = EnvGen.kr(
Env.new([5, 10, 10, 1, 5],

[10, 5, 5, 2],
[4, 0, -4, 4]),

gate: Trig.kr(0.15-ampPiezoCan, 1));
Out.ar(44,

Pan2.ar(
CombL.ar(

DelayL.ar(
Normalizer.ar(

piezoCan,
crossRoomTalkBackLevel+0.5-rearPassAmp*2, // normalizer level
0.1) // look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

1, // attack time
2, // decay time
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0.8, // sustain ratio
2, // release time
1, // peak level
-4), // curve

gate: InRange.kr(
Mix.new([ampMicRearL, ampMicRearR]), // control signal
tbMinAmp+0.01, // low level
tbMaxAmp+0.01)), // max gate level

10, // DelayL max delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime4, // ComnL delay time
crossTalkBackDelayTime4), // CombL decay time

1, // CombL max delay time
0.2, // CombL delay time
0.5), // CombL decay time

SinOsc.kr(0.1, -0.5)) // Pan Position
*piezoTBenv1); // main level control envelope

// Inner five ping delay
g = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1);
outer5MicChain = FFT(g, Mix.new([micRearL, micRearR, micFrontL, micFrontR, micMidL, micMidR]));

// audio source is a mix of all outside channels
inner5PingEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.perc(0.03, 0.05, 0.8), // the enevlope parameters (attack, release, level)
transientOnsetsMicCenLow); // the gate

pingSignal = Normalizer.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow( // only pass bins up to a threshold
outer5MicChain, //this is the audio source chain
0.5)) // the max volume threshold

*inner5PingEnv,
(1-ampAllMics)**2, // level is square of the total amplitudes reciprocal
0.05); // look ahead time

Out.ar(32, 
PanAz.ar(5, // pan the signal between the inner 5 channels

CombL.ar(pingSignal, // the signal will be sent through a delay line
1, // max delay time 1"
0.2, // delaydelay time 0.2"
5) // decay time 5"

*pingDelayEnv, // the main level control envelope
pos: LFSaw.kr(2), // this moves the signal around a circle
orientation: 1)); // orientation of 1 puts pos 0 in center channels

// outer 4 ping delay
h = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1);
inner2MicChain = FFT(h, Mix.new([micCenL, micCenR]));

// audio source is a mix of all inside channels
outer4PingEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.perc(0.03, 0.05, 0.9), // the enevlope parameters
transientOnsetsMicRear); // the gate

pingSignalOut = Normalizer.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow( // only pass bins up to a threshold
inner2MicChain, // this is the audio source chain
0.5)) // the max vloume threshold

*outer4PingEnv,
(1-ampAllMics)**2, // level is square of the total amplitudes reciprocal
0.05); // look ahead time

Out.ar(38, 
PanAz.ar(4, // pan the signal between the outer4 channels

CombL.ar(pingSignalOut, // the signal will be sent through a delay line
1, // max delay time 1"
0.2, // delay time 0.2"
5) // decay time 5"

*pingDelayEnv, // the main level control envelope
pos: LFSaw.kr(3), // this moves the signal around a circle
orientation: 1)); // orientation of 1 puts pos 0 in center channels

// outer 4 large ping delay
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f = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1);
piezo2MicChain = FFT(f, Mix.new([piezoCan, piezoFace]));

// audio source is a mix of all inside channels
outerLarge4PingEnv = EnvGen.kr(

Env.perc(0.03, 0.05, 0.4), // the enevlope parameters
transientOnsetsMicFront); // the gate

pingSignalOutLarge = Normalizer.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagBelow( // only pass bins up to a threshold
piezo2MicChain, // this is the audio source chain
0.5)) // the max vloume threshold

*outerLarge4PingEnv,
(1-ampAllMics)**2, // level is square of the total amplitudes reciprocal
0.05); // look ahead time

Out.ar(42, 
PanAz.ar(4, // pan the signal between the outer4 channels

CombL.ar(pingSignalOutLarge, // the signal will be sent through a delay line
1, // max delay time 1"
0.2, // delay time 0.2"
5) // decay time 5"

*pingDelayEnv, // the main level control envelope
pos: LFSaw.kr(3), // this moves the signal around a circle
orientation: 1)); // orientation of 1 puts pos 0 in center channels

// Digital Insects
 l = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain

digitalInsectChainFR = FFT(l, micFrontR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
frontRightCentroid = SpecCentroid.kr(digitalInsectChainFR); // spectral centroid
Out.ar(34, 

HPF.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

CombL.ar(
CombL.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
DelayL.ar(

RLPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagShift(
PV_MagAbove(

PV_MagBelow(
digitalInsectChainFR,
0.1), // bins below this will pass

0.05), // bins above this will pass
LinLin.kr(fLeftFreq, // Map frequency output to bin stretch ratio

100, // in low
2000, // in hi
0.25, // out min
4).lag(1), // out max / also lag new ratio by 1 sec

72) // shift by 72
),

frontRightCentroid, // this sets the LPF cut off
2), // LPF q

4, // delay max delay time
4), // delay delay time

0.9, // normalizer level
0.1) // normalizer look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

0.1, 
0.5, 
0.6,
0.5,
1
-4),

gate: InRange.kr(ampMicFrontR,
softMinAmp+0.002,
softMaxAmp+0.002)),

4, // comb delay 1 max delay time
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LinLin.kr(fRightFreq, // delay time is mapped to frequency output
100, // in lo
2000, // in hi
1, // out min
20).lag(1), // out max / lag new level by 1sec

10), // decay time
1, // maximum possible delay
0.2, // delay amount
0.5), // decay time

0.1, // pitch shoft window size
ampMicFrontR*600, // pitch ratio
1, // pitch dispertion
1), // time dispertion

40) // HPF cutoff freq
*digiInsectEnv);

 m = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
digitalInsectChainMR = FFT(m, micMidR); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
midRightCentroid = SpecCentroid.kr(digitalInsectChainMR); // spectral centroid
Out.ar(35, 

HPF.ar(
PitchShift.ar(

CombL.ar(
CombL.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
DelayL.ar(

RLPF.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagShift(
PV_MagAbove(

PV_MagBelow(
digitalInsectChainMR,
0.1), // bins below this will pass

0.05), // bins above this will pass
LinLin.kr(rLeftFreq, // Map frequency output to bin stretch ratio

100, // in low
2000, // in hi
0.25, // out min
4).lag(1), // out max / also lag new ratio by 1 sec

72) // shift by 72
),

midRightCentroid, // this sets the LPF cut off
2), // LPF q

4, // delay max delay time
4), // delay delay time

0.9, // normalizer level
0.1) // normalizer look ahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(

0.1, 
0.5, 
0.6,
0.5,
1
-4),

gate: InRange.kr(ampMicMidR,
softMinAmp+0.002,
softMaxAmp+0.002)),

4, // comb delay 1 max delay time
LinLin.kr(rRightFreq, // delay time is mapped to frequency output

100, // in lo
2000, // in hi
1, // out min
20).lag(1), // out max / lag new level by 1sec

10), // decay time
1, // maximum possible delay
0.2, // delay amount
0.5), // decay time

0.1, // pitch shoft window size
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ampMicMidR*600, // pitch ratio
1, // pitch dispertion
1), // time dispertion

40) // HPF cutoff freq
*digiInsectEnv);

// high gain digital insects
n = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
highGainChain1 = FFT(n, piezoFace); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(42,

DelayL.ar(
HPF.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagShift(
PV_MagAbove(

PV_MagBelow(
highGainChain1,
0.8), // only accept bins below this threshold

0.2), // only accept bins above this threshold
3, // stretch bins by a factor of 3
72)), // shift bins up by 72 positions

highNormThresh) // normalizer level
*EnvGen.kr(

Env.adsr(1, // Envelope attack time
0, // Envelope decay time
1, // Sustain Level as a Portion of Peak
0.5, // Envelope release time
0.9, // peak level
0), // Envelope curve

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicMidL, // measure the level at the source
loudMinAmp, // the minimum amplitude  to open the gate
loudMaxAmp)), // the maximum allowable level to close the gate

80), // a high pass filter cut off frequency
8, // maximum DelayL time (used to initialize buffer)
6) // DelayL delay time

*highInsectsEnv);

o = Buffer.alloc(s, 1024, 1); //allocate buffer for rear mic chain FFT chain
highGainChain2 = FFT(o, piezoCan); //bgNoiseChain FFT chain
Out.ar(43,

DelayL.ar(
HPF.ar(

Normalizer.ar(
IFFT(

PV_MagShift(
PV_MagAbove(

PV_MagBelow(
highGainChain2,
0.8), // only accept bins below this threshold

0.2), // only accept bins above this threshold
3, // stretch bins by a factor of 3
72)), // shift bins up by 72 positions

highNormThresh) // normalizer level
*EnvGen.kr(

Env.adsr(1, // Envelope attack time
0, // Envelope decay time
1, // Sustain Level as a Portion of Peak
0.5, // Envelope release time
0.9, // peak level
0), // Envelope curve

gate: InRange.ar(
ampMicFrontR, // measure the level at the source
loudMinAmp, // the minimum amplitude  to open the gate
loudMaxAmp)), // the maximum allowable level to close the gate

80), // a high pass filter cut off frequency
8, // maximum DelayL time (used to initialize buffer)
7) // DelayL delay time
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*highInsectsEnv);

// High Gain Playback
Out.ar(42,

CombL.ar(
CombL.ar(

DelayL.ar(
RHPF.ar(

RLPF.ar(
Limiter.ar( // bring the volume of the mics up

Normalizer.ar(
micRearL, // the input source
highNormThresh, // a normalizer threshold level
0.1) // lookahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(1, // env attack time

0, // env decay time
1, // sustain level
2, // env release time
0.95), // env peak level

gate: InRange.ar( // a gate attached to rear mic
ampMicRearL, // gate control source

 loudMinAmp-0.1, // min to open gate
 0.4)), // max to close gate

0.8), // limiter level
20000, // lpf cut off (modulate this with env)
0.8), // q

20, // hpf cut off (modulate this with env)
0.8), // q

7, // delay max time
7), // initial delay amount

6, // comb 1 max delay
1, // delay time
4), // decay time

6, // comb 2 max delay
3*(2-In.kr(69)).lag(2), // delay time
4) // decay time

*highGainPBEnv); // the main level envelope

Out.ar(43,
CombL.ar(

CombL.ar(
DelayL.ar(

RHPF.ar(
RLPF.ar(

Limiter.ar( // bring the volume of the mics up
Normalizer.ar(

Mix.new([micFrontL, micFrontR]), // the input source
highNormThresh, // a normalizer threshold level
0.1) // lookahead time

*EnvGen.kr(
Env.adsr(1, // env attack time

0, // env decay time
1, // sustain level
2, // env release time
0.95), // env peak level

gate: InRange.ar( // a gate attached to rear mic
Mix.new([ampMicFrontL, ampMicFrontR]), // gate control source

 loudMinAmp+0.1, // min to open gate
 0.4)), // max to close gate

0.8), // limiter level
20000, // lpf cut off (modulate this with env)
0.8), // q

20, // hpf cut off (modulate this with env)
0.8), // q

7, // delay max time
5), // initial delay amount

6, // comb 1 max delay
2, // delay time
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4), // decay time
6, // comb 2 max delay
3*(2-In.kr(68)).lag(2), // delay time
4) // decay time

*highGainPBEnv); // the main level envelope

//Output
// lfe x-over send from seperate channels
Out.ar(46,

Mix.new([
In.ar(32),
In.ar(33),
In.ar(34), 
In.ar(35),
In.ar(36),
In.ar(38),
In.ar(39),
In.ar(40),
In.ar(41)])

*0.9); // a scale factor for the low frequency amount to send

frontLeft5 = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(32, 1)*mainOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

center5 = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(33, 1)*mainOutReact*mainOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead); 

frontRight5 = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(34, 1)*mainOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

surrRight5 = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(35, 1)*mainOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

surrLeft5 = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(36, 1)*mainOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

frontLeftOuter = Limiter.ar(
HPF.ar(

In.ar(38, 1)*smallOutReact,
140),

mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

frontRightOuter = Limiter.ar(
HPF.ar(

In.ar(39, 1)*smallOutReact,
140),

mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

rearLeftOuter = Limiter.ar(
HPF.ar(

In.ar(40, 1)*smallOutReact,
140),

mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

rearRightOuter = Limiter.ar(
HPF.ar(

In.ar(41, 1)*smallOutReact,
140),

mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

frontLargeOuter = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(42, 1)*largeOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);
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rearLargeOuter = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(43, 1)*largeOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

leftLargeOuter = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(44, 1)*largeOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

rightLargeOuter = Limiter.ar(
In.ar(45, 1)*largeOutReact,
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

lfe = Limiter.ar(
LPF.ar(

HPF.ar(
In.ar(46, 1)*mainOutReact,
20),

100),
mainLimterThresh,
limiterLookAhead);

~allOutAmplitude = Bus.control(s, 1);
Out.kr(~allOutAmplitude, Amplitude.kr(Mix.new(In.ar( [ 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] ))).lag(2) );

// output amplitude tracking
ampRearLargeOuter = Amplitude.kr(frontLargeOuter);
Out.kr(68, ampRearLargeOuter);
ampFrontLargeOuter = Amplitude.kr(rearLargeOuter);
Out.kr(69, ampFrontLargeOuter);
ampLeftLargeOuter = Amplitude.kr(leftLargeOuter);
Out.kr(70, ampLeftLargeOuter);
ampRightLargeOuter = Amplitude.kr(rightLargeOuter);
Out.kr(71, ampRightLargeOuter);

// output frequency tracking
# frontLeftOuterFreq, hasFrontLeftOuterFreq = Pitch.kr(frontLeftOuter, 

initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

Out.kr(60, frontLeftOuterFreq);

# frontRightOuterFreq, hasFrontRightOuterFreq = Pitch.kr(frontRightOuter, 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

Out.kr(61, frontRightOuterFreq);

# rearLeftOuterFreq, hasRearLeftOuterFreq = Pitch.kr(rearLeftOuter, 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

Out.kr(62, rearLeftOuterFreq);

# rearRightOuterFreq, hasRearRightOuterFreq = Pitch.kr(rearRightOuter, 
initFreq: 325, 
ampThreshold: 0.01, 
peakThreshold: 0.7, 
maxFreq: 2000,
median: 10);

Out.kr(63, rearRightOuterFreq);
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//Outputs
Out.ar(2, frontLeft5);
Out.ar(3, center5);
Out.ar(4, frontRight5);
Out.ar(5, surrRight5);
Out.ar(6, surrLeft5);
Out.ar(7, lfe);
Out.ar(8, frontLeftOuter*outerAttentuation);
Out.ar(9, frontRightOuter*outerAttentuation);
Out.ar(10, rearLeftOuter*outerAttentuation);
Out.ar(11, rearRightOuter*outerAttentuation);
Out.ar(12, frontLargeOuter);
Out.ar(13, rearLargeOuter);
Out.ar(14, leftLargeOuter);
Out.ar(15, rightLargeOuter);

Out.ar(0, frontLeft5);
Out.ar(0, center5.dup);
Out.ar(1, frontRight5);
Out.ar(1, surrRight5);
Out.ar(0, surrLeft5);
Out.ar(0, lfe.dup);
Out.ar(0, frontLeftOuter);
Out.ar(1, frontRightOuter);
Out.ar(0, rearLeftOuter);
Out.ar(1, rearRightOuter);

// poll information
// Poll.kr(Impulse.kr(6), (rearPassAmp), \rearPassAmp);

}.play;

// Synth Defs to be initialized later
// Rain Drops

SynthDef("RainDrops", {
arg out = 0, in = 8, level = 0.6, delayTime = 1, cutOffFreq = 2000, qLevel = 0.4, pan = 0, decay = 0.05;
Out.ar(out,

Pan2.ar(
Normalizer.ar(

RLPF.ar(
HPF.ar(

DelayC.ar( // delay the signal going into the envelope
SoundIn.ar(in)*8,
6, // delay max delay time
delayTime), // delay time (variable)

120),
cutOffFreq,

qLevel),
EnvGen.kr( // place the synth in an envelope

Env.new(
[0, 0, 1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.15, 0],
[delayTime, 0.075, 0.05, 0.02, 0.02, decay],
[4, -4, 0, 4, -4]),

levelScale: level,
doneAction: 2)),

pan));
}).send(s);

// Information Monitoring - GUI
~startTime = Main.elapsedTime;

(
w = Window("Sonic Space No. 4", 

Rect(660, //Size of window
SCWindow.screenBounds.height-20,
1000, 
1030)).front;

w.view.background_(Color.grey(0.4));
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~headingComposer = StaticText(w, Rect(0, 0, 1000, 40)).background_(Color.new255(160, 32, 240));
~headingComposer.font = Font(\Helvetica, 38); //Window font
~headingComposer.align = \right;
~headingComposer.stringColor_(Color.white);
~headingComposer.string = "M. Musick  ";

~heading = StaticText(w, Rect(0, 40, 1000, 80)).background_(Color.new255(160, 32, 240));
~heading.font = Font(\Helvetica, 64); //Window font
~heading.align = \center;
~heading.stringColor_(Color.white);
~heading.string = "Sonic Space No. 4";

~heading1 = StaticText(w, Rect(0, 120, 1000, 30)).background_(Color.new255(160, 32, 240));
~heading1.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~heading1.align = \right;
~heading1.stringColor_(Color.white);
~heading1.string = "Winter 2012      ";

~elapsedTime = StaticText(w, Rect(500, 850, 500, 130));
~elapsedTime.font = Font(\Helvetica, 40);
~elapsedTime.align = \center;
~elapsedTime.stringColor_(Color.white);

~headingInput = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 160, 480, 40)).background_(Color.new255(222, 184, 255));
~headingInput.font = Font(\Helvetica, 30);  
~headingInput.align = \center;
~headingInput.string = "Input Amplitudes and Frequencies";

~cenLAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 210, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~cenLAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~cenLAmpView.align = \center;

~cenRAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 210, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~cenRAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~cenRAmpView.align = \center;

~cenLFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 240, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~cenLFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~cenLFreqView.align = \center;

~cenRFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 240, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~cenRFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~cenRFreqView.align = \center;

~zView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 270, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~zView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~zView.align = \center;

~vView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 270, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~vView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~vView.align = \center;

~frontLAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 310, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontLAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~frontLAmpView.align = \center;

~frontRAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 310, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontRAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~frontRAmpView.align = \center;

~tView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 340, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~tView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~tView.align = \center;

~midLAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 380, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~midLAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~midLAmpView.align = \center;

~midRAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 380, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~midRAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~midRAmpView.align = \center;

~rearLAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 420, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearLAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearLAmpView.align = \center;

~rearRAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 420, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearRAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearRAmpView.align = \center;

~uView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 450, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~uView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~uView.align = \center;

~piezoCAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 490, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
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~piezoCAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoCAmpView.align = \center;

~piezoFAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 490, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoFAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoFAmpView.align = \center;

~piezoCFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 520, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoCFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoCFreqView.align = \center;

~piezoFFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 520, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoFFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoFFreqView.align = \center;

~piezoTBTrigView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 550, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoTBTrigView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoTBTrigView.align = \center;

~totalMicAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 590, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~totalMicAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~totalMicAmpView.align = \center;

~totalMicAmpLagView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 620, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~totalMicAmpLagView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~totalMicAmpLagView.align = \center;

~ampAllMicsTrigView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 650, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~ampAllMicsTrigView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~ampAllMicsTrigView.align = \center;

~ampAllMicsTrigMedView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 680, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~ampAllMicsTrigMedView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~ampAllMicsTrigMedView.align = \center;

~ampAllMicsTrigLoudView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 680, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~ampAllMicsTrigLoudView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~ampAllMicsTrigLoudView.align = \center;

~totalOutputAmpView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 720, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~totalOutputAmpView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~totalOutputAmpView.align = \center;

~mainMicKbusView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 760, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~mainMicKbusView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~mainMicKbusView.align = \center;

~headingOutput = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 820, 480, 40)).background_(Color.new255(222, 184, 255));
~headingOutput.font = Font(\Helvetica, 30);
~headingOutput.align = \center;
~headingOutput.string = "Small Speaker Output Freqs";

~frontLFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 860, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontLFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~frontLFreqView.align = \center;

~frontRFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 860, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontRFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~frontRFreqView.align = \center;

~rearLFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 890, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearLFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearLFreqView.align = \center;

~rearRFreqView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 890, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearRFreqView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearRFreqView.align = \center;

~frontLLPFcutView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 920, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontLLPFcutView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 18);
~frontLLPFcutView.align = \center;

~frontRLPFcutView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 920, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~frontRLPFcutView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 18);
~frontRLPFcutView.align = \center;

~rearLLPFcutView = StaticText(w, Rect(10, 950, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearLLPFcutView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 18);
~rearLLPFcutView.align = \center;

~rearRLPFcutView = StaticText(w, Rect(250, 950, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearRLPFcutView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 18);
~rearRLPFcutView.align = \center;

~headingBehaviors = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 160, 480, 40)).background_(Color.new255(222, 184, 255));
~headingBehaviors.font = Font(\Helvetica, 30);
~headingBehaviors.align = \center;
~headingBehaviors.string = "Behavior Levels";

~verbyView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 210, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
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~verbyView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~verbyView.align = \center;

~shortBGView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 250, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~shortBGView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~shortBGView.align = \center;

~shortBGTrigView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 280, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~shortBGTrigView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~shortBGTrigView.align = \center;

~smBGView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 320, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~smBGView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~smBGView.align = \center;

~lowGainView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 360, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~lowGainView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~lowGainView.align = \center;

~medGainView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 390, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~medGainView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~medGainView.align = \center;

~xView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 420, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~xView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~xView.align = \center;

~yView = StaticText(w, Rect(750, 420, 240, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~yView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~yView.align = \center;

~lowDelayView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 460, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~lowDelayView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~lowDelayView.align = \center;

~rearPassView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 500, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearPassView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearPassView.align = \center;

~rearPassTrigView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 530, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~rearPassTrigView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~rearPassTrigView.align = \center;

~insectView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 570, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~insectView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~insectView.align = \center;

~pingView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 610, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~pingView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~pingView.align = \center;

~fallingView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 650, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~fallingView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~fallingView.align = \center;

~piezoTBView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 690, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoTBView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoTBView.align = \center;

~piezoTB1View = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 730, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~piezoTB1View.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~piezoTB1View.align = \center;

~highInsectView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 770, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~highInsectView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~highInsectView.align = \center;

~highPBView = StaticText(w, Rect(510, 810, 480, 30)).background_(Color.new255(176, 224, 230));
~highPBView.font = Font(\Helvetica, 22);
~highPBView.align = \center;

~window = Task({  /*create a task that constantly updates the Time in the Time Viewer*/
inf.do{ //repeat until stop is executed

var time, sec, startTime;
time = (Main.elapsedTime - ~startTime);
sec = (time mod: 60).round(1);
if( sec < 10, {sec = "0"++sec});

{~elapsedTime.string_(
"Time Alive    "
++ ( time div: 60 ) ++ ":" ++ sec)}.defer;

~ampMicCenLKbus.get({ arg ampCenLKbus;
{~cenLAmpView.string = //This references the window text
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"Center L:  " //section name
++ampCenLKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicCenRKbus.get({ arg ampCenRKbus;
{~cenRAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Center R:  " //section name
++ampCenRKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~freqCenLKbus.get({ arg freqCenLKbus;
{~cenLFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"freq:  " //section name
++freqCenLKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~freqCenRKbus.get({ arg freqCenRKbus;
{~cenRFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"freq:  " //section name
++freqCenRKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicFrontLKbus.get({ arg ampFrontLKbus;
{~frontLAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Front L:  " //section name
++ampFrontLKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicFrontRKbus.get({ arg ampFrontRKbus;
{~frontRAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Front R:  " //section name
++ampFrontRKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicMidLKbus.get({ arg ampMidLKbus;
{~midLAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Mid L:  " //section name
++ampMidLKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicMidRKbus.get({ arg ampMidRKbus;
{~midRAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Mid R:  " //section name
++ampMidRKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicRearLKbus.get({ arg ampRearLKbus;
{~rearLAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Rear L:  " //section name
++ampRearLKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampMicRearRKbus.get({ arg ampRearRKbus;
{~rearRAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Rear R:  " //section name
++ampRearRKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampPiezoCanKbus.get({ arg ampPiezoCanKbus;
{~piezoCAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Piezo Can:  " //section name
++ampPiezoCanKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampPiezoFaceKbus.get({ arg ampPiezoFaceKbus;
{~piezoFAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Piezo Face:  " //section name
++ampPiezoFaceKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~freqPiezoCanKbus.get({ arg freqPiezoCanKbus;
{~piezoCFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"freq:  " //section name
++freqPiezoCanKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~freqPiezoFaceKbus.get({ arg freqPiezoFaceKbus;
{~piezoFFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"freq:  " //section name
++freqPiezoFaceKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampAllMicsKbus.get({ arg ampAllMicsKbus;
{~totalMicAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Total Mic Amplitude:  " //section name
++ampAllMicsKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~ampAllMicsLagKbus.get({ arg ampAllMicsLagKbus;
{~totalMicAmpLagView.string = //This references the window text

"    .lag(20):  " //section name
++ampAllMicsLagKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~allOutAmplitude.get({ arg ampAllKbus;
{~totalOutputAmpView.string = //This references the window text

"Total Output Amplitude:  " //section name
++ampAllKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});

~mainMicKbus.get({ arg mainMicKbus;
{~mainMicKbusView.string = //This references the window text

"Mic Input Gain Level:  " //section name
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++mainMicKbus.round(0.00001)}.defer});
~fLeftFreq.get({ arg fLeftFreq;

{~frontLFreqView.string = //This references the window text
"Front Left Freq:  " //section name
++fLeftFreq.round(1)}.defer});

~fRightFreq.get({ arg fRightFreq;
{~frontRFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"Front Right Freq:  " //section name
++fRightFreq.round(1)}.defer});

~rLeftFreq.get({ arg rLeftFreq;
{~rearLFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"Rear Left Freq:  " //section name
++rLeftFreq.round(1)}.defer});

~rRightFreq.get({ arg rRightFreq;
{~rearRFreqView.string = //This references the window text

"Rear Right Freq:  " //section name
++rRightFreq.round(1)}.defer});

~lowGainPBEnv1.get({ arg lowGainPBEnv1;
{~frontLLPFcutView.string = //This references the window text

"FL PB LPF Cutoff:  " //section name
++lowGainPBEnv1.round(1)}.defer});

~lowGainPBEnv2.get({ arg lowGainPBEnv2;
{~frontRLPFcutView.string = //This references the window text

"FR PB LPF Cutoff:  " //section name
++lowGainPBEnv2.round(1)}.defer});

~lowGainPBEnv3.get({ arg lowGainPBEnv3;
{~rearLLPFcutView.string = //This references the window text

"RL PB LPF Cutoff:  " //section name
++lowGainPBEnv3.round(1)}.defer});

~lowGainPBEnv4.get({ arg lowGainPBEnv4;
{~rearRLPFcutView.string = //This references the window text

"RR PB LPF Cutoff:  " //section name
++lowGainPBEnv4.round(1)}.defer});

~verbyKbus.get( {arg verbyKbus; 
{~verbyView.string_( //This references the window text
"Verby:  " //section name
++verbyKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~shortBGKbus.get( {arg shortBGKbus; 
{~shortBGView.string_( //This references the window text
"Short Background Noise:  " //section name
++shortBGKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~smBGKbus.get( {arg smBGKbus; 
{~smBGView.string_( //This references the window text
"Smooth Background Noise:  " //section name
++smBGKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~lowPBKbus.get( {arg lowPBKbus; 
{~lowGainView.string_( //This references the window text
"Low Gain Playback: " //section name
++lowPBKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~medPBKbus.get( {arg medPBKbus; 
{~medGainView.string_( //This references the window text
"Med Gain Playback: " //section name
++medPBKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~lowDelayKbus.get( {arg lowDelayKbus; 
{~lowDelayView.string_( //This references the window text
"Low Gain Variable Delay: " //section name
++lowDelayKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~rearPassKbus.get( {arg rearPassKbus; 
{~rearPassView.string_( //This references the window text
"Rear Pass Above: " //section name
++rearPassKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 
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~digiInsectsKbus.get( {arg digiInsectsKbus; 
{~insectView.string_( //This references the window text
"Digital Insects: " //section name
++digiInsectsKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~pingDelayKbus.get( {arg pingDelayKbus; 
{~pingView.string_( //This references the window text
"Ping Delay: " //section name
++pingDelayKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~fallingPiezoKbus.get( {arg fallingPiezoKbus; 
{~fallingView.string_( // This references the window text
"Falling Piezo Pitch: " // section name
++fallingPiezoKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~piezoTBKbus.get( {arg piezoTBKbus; 
{~piezoTBView.string_( // This references the window text
"Small Piezo TB: " // section name
++piezoTBKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~piezoTB1Kbus.get( {arg piezoTB1Kbus; 
{~piezoTB1View.string_( // This references the window text
"Large Piezo TB: " // section name
++piezoTB1Kbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~highInsectsKbus.get( {arg highInsectsKbus; 
{~highInsectView.string_( // This references the window text
"High Gain Insects: " // section name
++highInsectsKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

~highGainKbus.get( {arg highGainKbus; 
{~highPBView.string_( // This references the window text
"High Gain PB: " // section name
++highGainKbus.round(0.001)
)}.defer; }); 

{~xView.string_( //This references the window text
"High Freq Trig:  " //section name
++x
)}.defer;

{~yView.string_( //This references the window text
"Sets of 10:  " //section name
++y
)}.defer;  

{~zView.string_( //This references the window text
"Trig - low thresh:  " //section name
++z
)}.defer;  

{~vView.string_( //This references the window text
"Trig - high thresh:  " //section name
++v
)}.defer;  

{~tView.string_( //This references the window text
"Front Trig:  " //section name
++t
)}.defer;  

{~uView.string_( //This references the window text
"Rear Trig:  " //section name
++u
)}.defer;  

{~shortBGTrigView.string_( //This references the window text
"BG Noise Reaction Trig:  " //section name
++~shortBGTrig
)}.defer;  

{~ampAllMicsTrigView.string_( //This references the window text
"All Mic Amplitude Trig Count - low thresh:  " //section name
++~ampAllMicsTrig
)}.defer;  
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{~ampAllMicsTrigMedView.string_( //This references the window text
"med thresh:  " //section name
++~ampAllMicsTrigMed
)}.defer;  

{~ampAllMicsTrigLoudView.string_( //This references the window text
"high thresh:  " //section name
++~ampAllMicsTrigLoud
)}.defer;  

{~rearPassTrigView.string_( //This references the window text
"Rear Pass Above Amplitude Trig:  " //section name
++~rearPassTrig
)}.defer;  

{~piezoTBTrigView.string_( //This references the window text
"Piezo Trig:  " //section name
++~piezoTBTrig
)}.defer;  

0.1.wait}});
~window.start;

w.onClose_({ ~window.stop; }); //close the window and the synth plays

// free allocated busses and buffers
CmdPeriod.doOnce {

// Busses
~mainMicKbus.free;
~ampMicCenLKbus.free;
~ampMicCenRKbus.free;
~ampMicFrontLKbus.free;
~ampMicFrontRKbus.free;
~ampMicMidLKbus.free;
~ampMicMidRKbus.free;
~ampMicRearLKbus.free;
~ampMicRearRKbus.free;
~ampPiezoCanKbus.free;
~ampPiezoFaceKbus.free;
~ampAllMicsKbus.free;
~ampAllMicsLagKbus.free;
~freqCenLKbus.free;
~freqCenRKbus.free;
~freqPiezoCanKbus.free;
~freqPiezoFaceKbus.free;
~fLeftFreq.free;
~fRightFreq.free;
~rLeftFreq.free;
~rRightFreq.free;
~verbyKbus.free;
~smBGKbus.free;
~shortBGKbus.free;
~lowPBKbus.free;
~medPBKbus.free;
~lowDelayKbus.free;
~rearPassKbus.free;
~fallingPiezoKbus.free;
~piezoTBKbus.free;
~piezoTB1Kbus.free;
~pingDelayKbus.free;
~digiInsectsKbus.free;
~highInsectsKbus.free;
~highGainKbus.free;
~lowGainPBEnv1.free;
~lowGainPBEnv2.free;
~lowGainPBEnv3.free;
~lowGainPBEnv4.free;
~medGainPBEnv1.free;
~medGainPBEnv2.free;
~medGainPBEnv3.free;
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~medGainPBEnv4.free;
~allOutAmplitude.free;

//Buffers
i.free;
j.free;
k.free;
~smBGnoise1.free;
~smBGnoise2.free;
~shortBGnoise1.free;
~shortBGnoise2.free;
~shortBGnoise3.free;
~shortBGnoise4.free;
a.free;
b.free;
c.free;
d.free;
g.free;
h.free;
f.free;
l.free;
m.free;
n.free;
o.free;
};

        );

)
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Appendix D 
	  

CD and DVD Guide 
 
 
CD 1 – Sonic Space No. 2 and 3 

1. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 1 - Tuba and Can (11.9.11 EMS A) 
2. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 2 - Quartet (11.30.11 EMS A) 
3. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 3 - Single Impulse from a Chair (11.30.11 

EMS A) 
4. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 4 - Finger Cymbal Impulse (12.4.11 

Bedroom) 
5. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 5 - Finger Cymbals and Chinese Balls 

(12.5.11 EMS B) 
6. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 6 - Solo Tuba (12.11.11 EMS B) 
7. Sonic Space No. 2; Iteration No. 7 - Quartet (1.16.12 EMS B) 
8. Sonic Space No. 3; Iteration No. 1 - for Narrator (12.14.11 EMS B) 
 
CD 2 – Sonic Space No. 4 

1. Sonic Space No. 4; for Large Space with Improvising Musicians (3.23.12 
Video Studio) 

2. Sonic Space No. 4; A Pre-Show Audience Exploration (3.23.12 Video Studio) 
 
 
DVD – Sonic Space No. 4 

This contains a video version of Sonic Space No. 4; for Large Space with 
Improvising Musicians (3.23.12 Video Studio) 
 
 
Links to media can also be found at: http://michaelmusick.com/thesis-media/ 
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